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Changes affect
fall registration
"These ethics classes are the
most popular because they are the
Friday, a committee of students, most practical philosophy classes
faculty and administrators met to there are," said Grunzinger.
discuss issues-concerning the. "Peoplewanttotakethingsthatreuniversity's registration process. As · late to their major."
·
In the past, nu!sing and occupaa result of the meeting, several
changes will be implemented prior tional therapy students filled the
to the start ofregistration for the fall majority of seats in medical ~thics
semester on April 4.
classe.s._ Now, seniors have a better
One of the changes deCided chance of getting into this class.
upon by the committee will be the
"We have made a conscious efavailability of two bioethics classes fort students should benefit from,';
(formerly titled medical ethics) in said.Cole. "This doesn't mean stuthe philosophy department next se- dents will necessarily get into the
mester; as opposed to only one.
philosophy .classes they want."
. · Follo\Vi.f}g r~gis::: •
..
Although students
0
trat~onfofthis se!n~s~\'/"-w:e
also complain_ed
term November; stu~ '· · .
··
·
•
about the need for an
dents voiced colladditional business
cerns over the ·
. · .
ethics class, the committee opted not to
amount of philosophy electives offered,
I
.
offeranotherone, citt.
ing the fact it is ale
specifically acknowl-

.

BY SARAH KELLEY

Se11iorNews Editor ·

•

have been
•
•
working closely .
·
with the registrar
d h. ·
an
e aea.n ... .
.
. ed~ing the lack of to make some
re.ady the . mo~t
ethics classes. .
·
widely offered pht"During the l_ast effective changes. "losophy elective: ·
registration period
·
In addition to
for spring semester,
-Dr.James making .. revisions in
seniors complained
Bundschuh, the~·philosophy de~
. , NEWSWIRE PHOTO)Y ERIN MOONEY
because .they could
Academic Vice parfrnen( the comJunior Dan .Morris drinks in st}'le atthe St. Paddy's Day Jam held 1.ast Friday in the. University
not get into business
· President mittee also looked
Center lobby.
·
·
·
· ·
and medical ethics·
il1to priority registraclasses, even though they registered tion in an· effort to determine the
on the first possible day,'' said presi- fairness of the process.
Among students who take part
dent of the Student Governme.nt
Association·· (SGA) · Lynn in priority registration, wh_ich is
held before op'en registration, are
Gruniinger. ·
Serves, .w,hich can be allotted to
Many of.the professors who act athletes and scholars. After lookBY SARAH KELLEY
clubs\vhen necessary.''
as advisers to these students also ing into the procedure,"the commitSenior News Editor
In order to provide enough fundcomplained because of the incon~ tee .found that-other· groups were
At a budget meeting on Monday,
ing for clubs, senate has cut some
venience of having t~ rearrange stu~ taking advantage of priority regis- Student .Senate. announced the ·
corners in other areas . .The execudents' schedules when they are shut tration without university consent. amount of money to be, allocated ·
. tiye officers'-fong-distance priviout of classes.
The committee discovered resi- to campus c_lubs and organizations
$110,000 for the initial allocation leges were cut by $300, 'which will
Grunzinger, who fielded many dent assistants and students wo·rk- for the 2000-2001 academic year.
Several changes in the manner of club funds, including club sports, be put into senate's association
ofthe complaints from students and ing in the Office of the Registrar
·
teachers, brought the issues up to. were also registering before the rest in which the money is to be distrib- Next year, club sports will receive spending for clubs.
Academic Vice President Dr. James of the student body. Beginning with uted have sparked confusion, caus- $35,780 and all other organizations
One of the most pronounced
Bundschuh in January. After meet- · the upcoming registration period, . ing some students to feel their club will receive approximately complaints regarding next year's
ing with University Registrar Alan students not specifically given per- is going to receive less money than $87 ,642, a significant increase.
budget is the d~crease in funding
Although the amount of moriey allocated to the Residence Hall As_
Cole and Dean of the. College of mission to utilize priority registra- in previous years;
Arts and Sciences Dr. Janice Walker tion will n·ot be able to take part in
Accorcl.ing to senate officials, allotted to clubs has increased, there sociation (RHA). Next year, RHA
· has also been an increase in the will receive $10,000, a $2,000 delater that month, it was resolved tha.t the process.
this i~ not necessarily the case.
the problems were not a result of
"So far, we have addressed concrease from this year.
In the past, the money allotted number of clubs needing funds.
"This cut will effect how big our
. the registration process itself, but an cerns about students not being able to club sports was included in the
"We took money out of execuissue of supply and demand.
to get into the classes they need and total amount issued to all campus tive accounts to give to clubs,'' said. programs are and how many people
· "We have been working closely 'want, as well as the process of pri- clubs and organizations.
senate coordinator Jeff Pugh. "We we can include,'' said RHA Presiwith the registrar and the dean of ority registration,'' said Bundschuh.
This year, however, a separate are focussing on giving the money dent Katie _Butler. ~·we already
arts and sciences to make some ef- · "We have made some changes that budget has been created specifically back to the clubs;"
have a significant amount of coIn addition to the amounts al- sponsorship and fundraising.''
fective chang~s," said Bundschuh. will. benefit the students.''
for club sports, creating an obvious
"We have definitely made som~
Bundschuh attended a Student decrease in the general fund .for ready designated to clubs, senate
"Senate supported the cut beprogress.''
Senate meeting on March 6 to lis- clubs.
will contribute additional funding cause in_ the past they [RHA] have
In addition to offering another ten tc;> suggestions· concerning fur"For the first time, club sports is throughout the year.
rolled over money and haven't
"We cut a lot of things out of our spent wisely," said Pugh.
bioethics course next semester, the ther improvemepts.
.
a separate entity,'' said Senate Recommittee determined reserving
The SGA executive staff for the lations Chair J.P. Engelbrecht. operating budget that will be reThe specific amounts allotted to
one section of bioethics and busi- · 2000-2001 academic year will also "That is why there seems to be a turned to clubs throughout the each club will be decided next
ness ethics for seniors only would continue to work on issues regard- big discrepancy in the budget.''
year," said Engelbrecht. "We put week.
alleviate the excess demand.
ing registration next year.
this
money into the association reLast year, senate delegated

Cltlb numbers, budgets in~rease
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GET A JOB

~~~~%t<..~~-$

>Bryan Riechman, Editor
>News Room.: 745-3122
~NEWS@xavier.xu.edu ·
~~~~~%t»~'S.~

Apply today
You can work at· The
Newswire. Really. You can even ·
be Campus News Editor, Busi~
ness Manager or Photography ·
Editor. Wow. The period to ap~ •
ply runs through next 'Monday,
March 27. All positions are paid.
We will train you. For more in~
formation, call Lauren Mosko at
745-3607.

XU celebrates-

·tartfi.W~ek

BY .BRI CROWLEY .
publicly partiCipate in the energy
·. Co111rib111big_ Writer
fast, students ·can. sign up at the
Earth Week, sponsor~d oncain- ... Dorqthypay Ho.use. R.esjderits can
pus by the Dorothy Day House,.. -also· s'ign up 'at th.eir resi.dent
-begins next Monday, March 27 assistanh; desk. .. ·. ·. . . . .
with a variety of events surround-. . ··. O~ Frid~y. March 3·1, from 11
ing sustaining the environment.
a:m-~2. p.rri., students c~r, attend
The purpose of the events dur- _ Earthfest on the Resiqential mall.
ing the week is to educate students
Environmental organizations
of ways to lessen the !legative im- from around. 9nciimati will. be on
pact humans'h&ve <m the global en- .. campus to answer student que·svironment. ·
.·. ··
.tion.s.,Ther.e:will be music and or"This week's activities should · ganic food. Earthcare members will
give students IOts of 'organic'· food · discuss campus recycling efforts:
for thought," said· freshman
On-Tuesday~ March 28, Sister
Eartl'\care member Elizabeth Paull!GonzalezfromEarthConnecWhitton. "Hopefully people will tion .will speak at 7 p.m. in Kelley
be able to take. away some practi- . Auditodum ... Her lecture is titled
cal ideas to use in theidives as well "1;1aith and E\:!ology.''
In addition to the ene,rgy fast on
as the reasons for living an earth'
Wednesday, March ~9. there will
conscious-.lifestyle.'' ... · ·
Earthcare has organized ~m en- be a lecture on at 3:30 p.IT).· in tqe
ergy fast challenging students to Terrac(! Room< about farming and
co.ns~rve energy for a48"hour pe-. bioengineered seed.
Rounding ou.t E~rth. Week' is
riod b~gitming Wednesday, March
29.'
· ~ommunity Action Day on Satur.
Methods of participation in the day; Aprill.
energyfast include reducing use of
· For more information;' call the
artificial lighting and ilot using ste- Dorothy Day House at 745-3046.
reos,televisions or:microwaves: To_ .

.

Run, Forrest, run!
Students who want to run, run,
run around in the Cincinnati
Heart Mini-Marathon in eith.er
the 15K or the SK races, should
call Megari .at 985-8376 for more
information. ·.

Romero week·.·
A short prayer service wili be
at 7:30 p.m. on Thursday, March
23 in Bellarmine Chapel to commemo.rate Archbishop Oscar
Romero.
..
Call 745-3220 for more infotmation about this service, the
commemoration Mass at npon on
. Friday, or other special events
running this week in his honor.

.

. '' i J

-~.

Last Friday afternoon, students du.sted off their. professional
attire to meet prospecthie employers at the Diversity Across
· Careers.Employment Fair in the O'Connor Sports Center.
•· Above, students complete the pre-registration process; ·

.L·.··e· . ·c
· . t · ·r··eS ·. ,t··e. S·t·
i:~~~;r;:fi;E~·~p~:~: . . as.·• ttrad.·.··.ifi. On.·.·:··.······.··.·.·.

DOUBLE XPOSURE

·G.otar.ock?

1ryouareoneofthoserecent1y
. engaged. folks ·.running around

;..•.. ·...

"Steeple,'' by ·Lauren Pompilio

·U
·.· _

,.")

·.·p
·....
·

Wednesday, March 29.: There
will be a fashion show (probably
featuring lots of whitb),. local
businesses and a panel of experts ..
It is free, too, which is something
you will not hear lot if you are '
pianning a wedding. . .
·

a

.. ·, ...

''

No three~hour,tour
Tour the·historic synagogue

Plu~ Str~et Temple on Monday,

March 27 from 3-5: 15p.nifor $2.
· D.0.0.R.S., the Romero International· Ceriter ·anct'.Campus Min-. ·
istry spmisot the 'event. Tiipe is'
running oµt to sign-up, sine~ to-·
morrow is the last day. CaliJhe
Rpmero Center at 745~3 l 72 for
more infqrmation.

Free money
Students have· a chance at
$100 by submitting ideas for next
year's homecoming theme. All
entries receive a prize, so let your
imagination run wild. Submit
your name, phone number and
idea to the box at the information desk by March 27.

Free housing
Jim Miller, associate director
of Student Services, is looking
for a few good women and men
to usher at Commencement, Saturday, May 13 at the FirStar Center.
On-campus students who volunteer their-services may be eligible to receive free housing during senior week. Cali Miller at
745-48.89 to sign up before he
runs out of volunteer positions.

BY RACHEL NAPOLITANO
wh·atthey can be at 7:30p.ri1. in the : ·.
Asst. Campus News Editor.
Regis R~om.
· ·..
· ·
.Students urge all to question tra·Those not Catholic are encourdi ti on· this Lent with lectures, aged to attend, since all people need
"Women and the Catholic Church."•· to "work together for.equality," aeon Wednesday, March 29, Dr... cording to senior Rebecca Collins.
Gillian Ahlgren of the theology deIt concludes with a discussion
partmerit addresses inclusive Ian- • on Monday, April 10 at 7 p.m. in
guage.
·. Bellarmine Chapel..
·
Vatican II documents are incluAccording to Collins; the lee.si ve in regards to sex; denomina- : tu re series is "in order to educate - .
tion and religion. Since Vatican II, ourselves about the history of .
inclusive language has appeared in Catholic tradition." It was inspired·
Church documents, but it does not •·by a Catholic Mass the students atusually appear in liturgies. This •· tended last fall.
"It left me excited and frustrated
contradiction will be addressed
7:30 p.m. in the Emery Board : with the possibilities for women in
Room.
: the Church," Collins said.
On Wednesday, April 5, Sr. Alice
Last f'!IJ's lit!Ji'gy, a~¥ke~e~ l1
Gerdeman, C.D.P., of tlie t.heology sense of tirgency:Jn the students redepartment, speaks about what · garding the status of gender equalwomen 's roles have been in the ity in present'_ liturgical practices.
Church, what they are now and

· - , ·...
' . · . ···-'

at.··

,r,,

'

,a

Lauren is junior El.ectronic Medi~ mi,ljor.. She took this
photo at immaculatta·church in'rvif:Adams~ submit
photos: on. campl!S to "Double Xposure Photo Forum,"
ML2129 or.drop them off at the Publications house,
3739 Ledgewood Ave.
.

Police Notes·

telephone cafls from her ex-boyfriend, a Xavier alumnus.

','

..

. · · :S~turday,March18, midnight
-:- A student reported that 40 CDs ·
were stolen from the student's car,
parked . at Ledgewood and
Avondale Avenues:.
. ... ':.' •

Friday, March 17, 6.:32 p;m.Wednesday; March 15, 6:50 . A resident who lives on the 3800
p.m. - A student came forward · block ofLedgewood Avenue found
.. .
and admitted accidentally break- .her passenger window on .ber
Mo,nday, March20, H a;m . ..,......: · ·.
ing a basement window of the Na- pickup truck was shot out with a Campus police discovered a car
tional Alumni Association House pellet gun. The shots were believed . parked on Ledgewood Avenue near
while playing lacrosse on the resi- to come frcim Brockman HaIL
Victory Parkway that was broken ·
dential mall. He will pay for the
into in a failea attempt to steal the
window.
Friday, March 17, 6:40 p~m. stereo.
After drinking at least five beers,
Friday, March 17, 1:25 a.m. ·· an underage student illegally drove
-A female student in the Village · up the residential mall. He had an
filed an harrassment report . She altered driver's license. - He was
has been receiving harrassing cited and faces internal charges.

PoliceN•
oftheVIBl
.. Wednesday, March

is -After investigation,

a suspect was identified
for last week's ·bulletin
board fire in Kuhlman 5
West. Internal charges
were filed. .The suspect
adinitted he was drunk at
lhe time of the crime and
suggested he unintentionaily set the fire.
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Speaker addresses prejudice
ev··sARAH BYRNE

Co111rib11ti11g Writer

On Monday, March 20, BariEllen Roberts, winner of the largest discrimination lawsuit in history, was keynote speaker at the
annual Women of Color Luncheon
in the Terrace Room of the University Center..
The luncheon was held in part ·
to celebrate Women~s History
Month.·
NEWSWIRE PHOTO BY ERIN MOONEY
In 1996, Roberts and others won
a $176 million lawsuit against Bari-Ellen Roberts held a book-signing after Monday's Women of
Texaco for. lack of promotions, Color luncheon.
raises and other pay discrepancies
"I could have gotten angry, .but Then she received a performance
between the African-American em- I didn't," Roberts said .. "Nothing review. Instead of her usual excelployees and white co-workers.
in their culture had prepared them lent rating, she received "good."
The review made her question
Roberts spoke about lier up- for this."
bringing in Cincinnati, her college
According to Roberts, the situa- the higher management's motivaexperience and her professional life. tion became worse after she and a tion. She began to talk to African"I realized that I am a product of fellow co-worker, suggested to the American e·mployees outside her
one of Cincinnati's finest schools, upper management various ways department. Then she discovered
one of its finest churches and one Texaco could recruit and reach out training and pay discrepancies.
After the suit, Roberts decided
of its finest neighborhoods," s~e to minorities, when asked.
to
publish
a book about her experi. said, "but I was also a product of its
"I was told that Texaco· would
racism."
ences
with
Texaco, "Roberts vs.
never do any of these things and
Her white co-workers at Texaco for me to have suggested it made Texaco: A True Story of Race in
did not exactly welcome her, she me a Black Panther militant," said Corporate America."
"I could write a book from a vicsaid. She was allegedly written off Roberts. "After that, things would
as an auditor outside the company, not be the same for me, or for them." tory standpoint and not a victim's
or they would just walk by her ofThe issue went unaddressed for standpoint," said Roberts.
fice and stare.
six months, according to Roberts.

Correction:
Last week's article, "Women Speak Out," incorrectly
reported that the Siddiqui family is related to Bina Akhter.
They are of no relation.

'
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Been waiting Lortg?
Introducing the Deaconess

Emergency Department
90-minute guarantee ...

.i••
Pj·ti•·r
• · ' ' .\
\_ ..

i11~·--• ·(!;,.11tc.;
l i ':~J \.. ·' ~\...
. .

1krtcr l'iu;1.

Call: 513 - 731 - 5959

Drivers earn up to $15.00 per
hour!

You are a student ...
don't have time to sit in ail

Emergency waiting room for
three hours. First of all, you
obviously

aren't feeling

well; and secondly, you've got
better things to do.

At

Deaconess Hospital,

you may not even wait at all.

You'll

receive friendly, personalized care because that's what
we do best. And we are located within minutes of

Xavier University. So you

Flexible Schedule
Good Driving Record
Insurance
vo·ur Own V~hi~~~

we promise to get you in

and out within 90 minutes of your arrival*. In some
cases,

Required:

You

don't have to go far or

wait long wh_en you're not feeling well.

Students: Just bring your insurance card and student
l.D. with you to the Deaconess Emergency Department.
We accept most healthcare insurance plans.
Deaconess Hospital is located at 311 Straight Street,
at the corner of Clifton Avenue and Straight Street.

:DEACONESS
A member of Deaconess Associations Inc.
•

<

*Some emergencies may require more than 90 minutes. If more time. is needed
students will be informed upon arrival.
.
.
.
. '
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WORLD BRIEFS .
>-Compiled by: Deb Homan . >-Source: College Press Wire

THE XAVIER NEWSW.IRE

Passing 11otes,:witb a tWist~
·

BY TED GREGORY

··

~i,~~g~~i~;~~~f{:~~~;~::~~~ ~:~;i~~~~~~i~j~~·{~i~~

disarmament to BBC World Update, Douglas said, "no one is
suggesting that we leave ourBOSNIA (UNF) - Three . selves vulnerable,'' but "there is
one day designing tissue to replace
Bosnian Serb commanders such an overkill on this issue and
ruined ligaments. He already has a for class. Furthermore, they say that plete. Also, Cummings said, stucharged with rape and enslave- such little progress that I hope
ver,y marketable skill, however: tak- professors typically ericoµrage stu- .dents who cut class miss· val~able
ment ofMuslimwomen marked we can make some sort of differ- · .
.dents to compare noieswith class~ interaction between the. professor
ing notes.
the first time the UN Interna- ence here."
• ·
.·
:
·· Coburn, a senior from Lombard, mates andthat note~ on thelnternet a.nd students.
tional Criminal Tribunal for the
"What I can do as an actor is
. Illinois earned $2,000 lastsemes- :are the.evolution of a. service that
"Parrof the challenge of learri"
former Yugoslavia has tackled basically speak as a citizen of
ter for posting the notes from his has been on campuses for: decades'. ing and b~i ng a' good student is
rape as a weapon of war during ·the planet," Douglas said.
"Students make the decision to knowing how to take good riotes,"
psychology class on a Web site. He
the Bosnia conflict.
was the top note~taker for Study24- skip classes for a number of.rea- Cummings said, repeating the sen~
XY
more
important
·
·Dragoljub Kunarac, Radomir
7 .coin, a company that pays .s_ons," said Janet Cardinell, ~direc timents of many professors; 'That's
Kovac and Zoran Vukovic alleg- than XX in China
Coburn according .to how many tor .of campus relations for ·a required skill, and I don't want to
CHIN A (UNF) - Researchedly committed the crimes in
people look at his site. For that dili- Versity.com, which calls itselfthe do anything to stop the students
1992 while in charge of deten- ers say comprehensive new .data
gence,
Study24-7 rewarded Coburn fastest-growing "academic commu- from acquiring that skill." .
tion centers in the southern shows that tough population
For other professors, thougll, the
arid
his
wife with .an 8-day trip to nity." She conceded, however, that
Bosnian town of Foca. They control policies in China and
her company and others like it may issue is acute, particularly when it
Hawaii.
traditional family patterns have
have pleaded not guilty.
comes to any inac~uracies iri the
"Every single day," Coburn said provide a reason.
Prosecutor Dirk Ryoeveld resulted in "female infanticide
Wolf added that professors who notes;
wistfully,,
"my
wife
and
I
think
told the court today that this case on a grand scale," with nearly
E:businesses tell notectakers to
about that trip. Every single day." might check attendance after a paid
was about women and girls, 800,000 baby girls killed or
nofo"taker arrived in their class paraphrase notes, .and the compa~
some as young as 12. They were abandoned in one region bewould find little if any difference.
nies are quick to point out that the
tortured, gang-raped and often tween 1971 and 1980.
· "Students. know better than. to notes are one student's impressions
Anthropologist and China
forced into giving birth.
use it asa substitute," he said.
of a class - all"as ·.di~claimers
The total number of victims specialist G. William Skinner
Coburn and other note-takers against intellectual-property .inis unknown, but 72 women were and Yuan Jinhua, a researcher in
interviewed agreed. He said blam- fringement.
detained at a sports hall. At least Beijing; based their conclusions
"·
.J
·
ing him for students missing class
IO rape victims are expected to on an analysis of Chinese cenis similar to a killer blaming viotestify and will be protected by sus data from 1990.
lent, graphic music for a murder:.
Their paper is the first to show
privacy measures.
ous rampage.
'J
'"./" 'J .
Judges have acknowledged how location and family com"We're all adults here," he said.
rape as an· act of torture, a war position determine infants' fate.
"You go to college.· I'm not respon"The moral of the story is that
crime and a crime against husible for you. You'.re responsible
the Chinese birth-planning promanity.
for yourself. You're in control of
·
gram has caused a major upsurge
yourself."
Nepotism plagues
of infanticide," Skinner said,
Although it- is unclear exactly
human resources
adding that the traditional
how many note-selling e"busiMF/WORLD BANK (UNF) method of killing infants is
-Jonathan R. Alger, . nessesexist-Deflem has counted
- Pressure is mounting on the drowning.
counsel for the American 13 - the three major players say
·
l
World Bank to reform following
they each have student note-takers
- . Michae ·cummings,
Searching
for
AIDS
Assoc.of University Professors
allegations of nepotism in fillon more than 100 campuses: The ·. as~ocia.te professor of genetics
ing a key appointment. Mean- scapegoats··
University and college admin· ·
· ·
·
t_'h ree, ·which. make
their:. moriey
"Ld6n't see anything· p. ositive
·
while, a flap over nominating a
SOUTH AFRICA (UNF) .istrators have been thinking a lot from ads .on the Web sit.e,
· also c.fairri in this," sa.id Daniel. Sutherland •. a
new head for the International South African Presiderit Thabo
about Coburn and thousands like ·.to have
· note-takers
·
·
· of philosophy professor at UIC whose
i11.thousands
Monetary Fund (IMF) has led to Mbeki's decision to seek advice
him who, with a few keystr.okes, are ·classrooms. ··
lectures are being chronicled. by a_
charges of a lack of transparency from a scientist and a history probecoming a controversial influence
As
the
companies
spread
faster
st.udent
working for Versity.com.
in the fund's selection process.
fessor who believe HIV does not
in
higher
education.
Sprouting
than
dirty
laundry
on
adorm
room
..
Sutherland
called the note-takers
World Bank staff members are cause AIDS has sparked· a
across the country
in the. last. two
·
· · ad- "carp'etba.. gg· er.s." ; .
.
.
.
flqor,
profess9l's:and
m:1iversity
.
up in arms about the appoint- · firestorm and raised fears that
years, e-business.es that pay· college rriinistrators are debatfog· the trend.
·~1
look
atthis;'.Sutherfand
said,
ment of Nicholas Stern, a Lon- the country's soaring infection
students for their notes are generat- ·
"T
·
J
'
·
while
reviewing
the
student's
notes,
. don School of Economics pro- rate will climb higher.
ing serious concern as well as
1
which he said included a handfol
fessor, as the bank's chief econoU.S. biochemist David
praise.
·
'
'
h'
·~·,: ·t·0 ai
Jo
of glaring errors; "and.they're mismist. Stern's. brother, Richard Rasnick argues that AIDS is
Critics say the enterprises cor1·
· my words.
· I'm embarrepresenting
Stern, is the bank's vice presi- caused by recreational drug use
Jf..
·'.ri. . ea.·.·. '.·.
rassed: !don't want to have anyrupt classroom learning and violate
dent for human resources.
and malnutrition; not HIV.
'-}. · · · · .
.professors' intellectual property ,
.
.
·
thing to do with it If you~re a good
"If the appointment stands,
"At first, we were thinking we
student, this would be a waste of
rights. Supporters say the sites help
it will. badly tarnish the image would just ignore it, but now we
students learn, create a healthy ex~ o·
,
·
-.
of the bank," ·said Morallina think this confusion can really
· .
d ge and have al-· . "·W~U:
a·
time.Ymir time would be better
c hange 0 f 'knowle
F~nwar George, the chair of the undermine all the efforts people
most no effect on class attendance.
spent playing Nintendo."
.,;m·.
v..OU.
r
.:t..,;m.
e
Many .universities have no spebank's staff association. His ap- have made to prevent this dis"The key is that commercial en; t.I1 c,
Icific policy on selling notes on the
pointment, she added, might ease," said Dr. Awa Coll-Seek, diterprises are intruding int.o. the W.·.·O:
++
.. 1 s~n.
Web, and no universities have filed
"ultimately demean the ability rector of policy, strategy and rew,orld of the. classroom;" said
a
""
r
•'
'
'
a lawsuit against an e-business for
of staffto speak in credible way search for UNAIDS. "People will
Mathieu Deflem, assistant profest
J
"
'U'
'
the practice. '
with clients about corruption ... reassure themselves, perhaps,
sor of sociology at Purdue Univer~
'./ ·o· Daniel Sutherland,
InSeptember; however, the Uni-.
[because] nepotism is, of course, that they can continue risky besity in West Lafayette, Ind., a lead· · ·
·
hil~sophy profe.ssor.a.t. UIC. : · versity of California at:Los Angea form of.corruption."
·
havior because HIV is not the
P
ing critic of the note-taking e-busiles sent a~l:e~~er 4eminding that
World Bank PresidentJarries real cause ofAIDS."
nesses.
"Students :have -m~ny ways of Versity."co'm drop· UCLA '.courses
Wolfensohn, however, disTafw3n·
boots
out
the
"The relationship in the class- learning," said Michael Cummings, from i'ts off~rings.The·ietter s·tated .
missed the protest as a "little inroom is very sensitive," said Deflem, · an assoc1"ate
" · use of..~!as:s.notes
· ·'
.
. · pro~es.sor
. '·' . . of ·genet1"cs·
that "commercial
Nationalist Party ·
ternal squabble."
who
created
a
Web
site
last
fall
that
at
UIC
who
lectures
for
Coburn
's
TAIPEI, Tai wan(UNF)--:- In a
or recordings constitutes ail.tinauActor's notoriety
serves as a clearinghouse of the educational and financial benefit: thorized comrrierciai" activ.ity in
' powerful message of defiance to
commercial services (http://· ."If this is anot.her.way thatthey can. violation of the UCLA RegulatiQ~s
urges disarmament China, Taiwan. on Saturday
www.sla.purdue.edu/people/soc/ ·· use to. learn: the material~ then I'm. . on Activities; Registered Orgariiza- .
UNITED KINGDOM (UNF) elected the opposition leader
: ·· · ' · ·tions and U se'1 of Properties." .
mdeflem/). "It is upheld o~ly.with . all for it:.····. ·
- Film star Michael Douglas, Chen Shui-bian as its.next presiard..
·
·
..
·.Coburn
informed
Cummings
at Versiiy:com left UCLA.
· ·
.
respect
and
dignity.
Students
who was appointed a UN Mes- dent, ending 51 years of Nation.with
·
..
·the
semester's
first
Class
that
he.
·
·
.
The
University
of
Minnesota's
teachers
should
be
left
alone
senger of Peace in 1998, urged alist Party rule and heightening
th.at."
.
.
'.: .· . '. :>p1'.anned to· tak~ notes for pay. faculty senate declared Feb. 24 that · ·
the United Kingdom to help per- the risk of conflict with its giant
Added
Jonathan
R.
Alger,
cou.ri· ¢ummings
al. lbwed i.t. Since then, the selling of notes for commercial
suade the United States and neighbor.
.
sel
for
the
American
Association
of
..
Cummings
reported,
about four stu- purposes.violates
·
Russia to reduce sto9kpiles of
Taipei exploded with firethatschool's stuUniversity
Professors,
in
Washing~
dents
have
told
him
Coburn!s
notes
dent
conduct
code.
·
nuclear weapons,
crackers as tens of thousands of
·ton,
D.C.,
"I
don't
feel
that
the
thing
have
been
very
helpful;
and
attenIn a meeting with the Britislr Chen's triumphant supporters
The next day, Yale University
is inherently evil, but the lesson dance for the class has remained took it a step further, demanding in
House of Commons, Douglas took to the streets to celebrate
that it sends to students is that even steady at about ioo students.
said the parliamentarians could the victory of the Democratic
a letter hinti'ng at litigation .that·
Cummings and other professors Versity.com stop posting Yale notes
·
.
the classroom
experience is up for
"coax" the Cold War powers into Progressive Party, whose pro-in.
sale.
Everything
has
a
price.''
did
warn
that
students
who
depend
recognizing that the arms race dependence
stance
had
on the Web "or we will take further
Companies providing notes on solely on the not.es from a Web site . action." Versity.com dropped Yale
continues to threaten world se- prompted Beijing to threaten
the Web contend that the service is are "running the risk" of assuming the same day.
curity.
military action should it win the
•a
supplement - not a substitute - · the notes are accurate and com" .
Explaining his activism on election.

Tribunal recognizes
rape as war crime

· ''/ don't feel that
the. thing is
inherently evil, but
the lesson that it
sends to students is
that even the
classroom experience
is up for sale.
Everything has a
. "
price.

h·
Stuaents:. ave
m.·an11' wa11s.·.o+.
le.. 'tlrning
. .· , Jf t..his is. .
another way that
they can use to learn
the material, then
Jm all for it."

aont wan.t to
·av·.e. ,anry·.,t.h.;n· . .
with.it. you.
u()()d student, ih_i$. : , , ·
fd· be· ·waste·o·f.·

e...·.

a

,

''

'

ulr'J be b_.e· e·r. ·.en.t.
pl•' a11tn,
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OVer-the-Rltine and back
BY JENNIFER KEN.SILL ·
·. learned in the classroom and put it
News Feature Editor
·into practice within the commuThe :average income of the .51 nity."
composite neighborhoods that
Scallen, who also went to El Sal~
make up Cincinnati is $29,000 a vador this past summer, had similar
year; while the average annual in- . reasons for wanting to join the procome ofOver-the"Rhine is $12,000; gram.
This extreme poverty places.Over~
"I went to El Salvador and lived
the-Rhine as one of theJive poor- .. with the poor in another country, I
est neighborhoods in the Cincin- · · wanted to experienceliving among
nati area. Over-the-Rhine is the the poor in the United States," said
most difficult Service Learning Se- Scallen. ''These experiences have
mester to fill, .enrolling only six of helped me to break down stereo·10 available spots. Some students· types and preconceived notions of.
may hesitate to volunteer for such' those living in poverty."
a v.enture for fear of safety, but
The six sti.idents live in a four·would be surprised to· learn the stu- bedroom apartment-located at 1324
dents who currently live there·have . Race Street, which is owned by
had .no trouble.
ReStoc. ReStoc is a privately
"We have a lot of common sense. owned business that buys and renoIf you present yourself as .a victim, vates old buildings in order to rent
then you are more likely to become out as lower-income hou·sing. The
a victim; Besides, students around studentsjoined ReStoc in making
campus also experience crime, so improvements to the building prior
•
·PHOTO COURTESY OF PAT SCALLEN
that was not a deterrence for me," . to moving in, helping to paint, dryBarnett, Sea lien and Moll (from left to right) spend time sitting outside of their apartment with a
said Cindy Moll, a junior and one . wall and construct an additional
·local· neighborhood .friend, Rasheeda.
·
of the students participating in the bathroom. The students pay dor~
service learning-semester.
mitory board for the semester, and
Moll works at The Crossroad
the adviser and facilitator of the school in January. The students
The Over-the-Rhine Service Xavier directly pays rent to ReStoc. Health Center where she helps with Over-the-Rhine semester, to discuss · now have become close friends and
Learning Semester is one of three · The apartment is also fully fur- the operations of the clinic. She their experiences and voice any rely on each 0th.er for support. To
locations offered to Xavier stu- nished by the university similar to also spends time at the Salvation possible concerns.
stress their house coinaraderie, the
dent!\. Nicaragua was the first to be dormitory furnishing.
Army Adult Day Care Program,
"I really enjoy the seminar. It students have a mandatory house
offered six years ago, and Over-the"Living down here helps us to which is designed to. give elderly · allows us to have an intimate dis- meal on Sunday nights.
Rhine was started in 1997 as a fall completely become a part of the people a recreational center in the cussion and learn.from our neigh"Learning to live together was
program. Nepal is the newest loca- neighborhood, instead of just com- neighborhood.
bors," said Dumont.
the same as trying to live with any
tion, with the fjrst trip this last se- . ing arid going. It is total immerThe students also accommodate. roommate," said Dumont. "The
"At the Salvation Army, I mainly
mester. The service learning semes- sion," said Moll.
just talk with people and listen to · retreats and EPU classes that come adjustment to this new situation
ters are intended to give students a
Students not only live in the in- their stories," said Moll. "People· to learn from the students' experi- was more internal, and not the refirst hand glimpse of the conditions . ner city, but also work at various come from within a five-mile radius ences.
sult of any
external
roommate
con. I.
..,
:t.
·.
which 'many people live. In addi- locations throughout :Ove.r~t~e~ to the center; so there ·are always .f The Over-the-Rhine semester is flicts."
tion: to gaining valuable experience; Rhine. · The choice of work is left people to viSit with."•, ..
a big commitment .P~ior t~ movRega~dless of an~ chaltenges
students receive three credit hours up to each individual, however, a
. Aside from adjusting to inner- ing in January, students must sign the semester has presented, so far
for their ·participation in the pro- . list of possible work sites is given city life and carrying a foll a contract stating they would use all six students say their experience
· ·· gram.
to aid the students in their decision. workload, all of the students are public transportation as much as has been positive.
"The six of us are not going to
Dumont works at the Drop-Inn registered as full-time students. .possible and limit their time on
"If given the chance, I would
change Over-the-Rhine in a semeS" Center, a six-month,· live-in drug Aithough ·they take a few classes c.ampus to appreciate how rriany of definitely do it all over again," said
Dumont.·
ter, that it unrealistic. However, we and alcohol rehabilit.ation ceriter. on campus, the majority of .their their neighbors live.
are learning firsthand whatit is like His duties entail helping tran!\port classwork is done at Peaslee Neigh- ·
·"At times it is tempting.to just
The Over-the-Rhine semester
to be less privileged," said junior the 17 males to and from Narcotics borhood Center, a neighborhood drive a car. However, riding the bus will be.continued annually with one
Pat Scallen. "This experience al- Anonymous· and Alcoholics · recreational center. Xavier profes- enables you to get the full experi- minor change. The program will
lows us to make an .educated guess Anonymous and also driving ev- . sors travel to th.e center to teach . :ence," said Scallen. "It exposes you be changed from the spring semesof what the community really ery Friday to various recreational classes of 10 to 20 students. The ·to all different types of people and ter to the fall.next year.
needs;'1 ·
locations.
classes are open to all Xavier stu- makes you realize and appreciate .
"The program.is being c:hanged
diversity."·
"My reception at the Drop-Inn dents.
This semester, the six students
to the fall semester because during
participating in the program are has been 100 percent enthusiastic,"
The students assess their expeThe students' food budget is the winter everyone stays inside,"
Scallen, Moll, Jess Ballew, Mark said Dumont. "The friendships and . riences and discuss neighborhood also controlled to regulate their said Scallen; "When the weather is
Niswonger, Drew Barnett and Joe relatibnships that have formed a:re. issues and concerns at a seminar at experience. Each students pays nice, the community comes alive.
Peaslee every Thursday night. The Xavier the amount of the cheapest The hope is that the fall will proDumont. All six students had dif- amazing."
ferent reasons for wanting to parScallen works at Rothenberg seminar welcomes all students arid •meal plan,' and then are only given vide for more neighborhood intertake in such a semester. However, Elementary School as a .teacher's community members and offers a a $50 stipend a week for food to action."
all share a desire to .help the com- aide and also volunteers one hour chance to communicate with the .learn what it is like to live on a budmunity and personally experience a day as a tutor in the Host- neighborhood directly. Discussion get.
life in a less privileged environ- Mentoring Program, which pro- topies range from spirituality in
Aside from overcoming the chal'· '•;ihe\Over~the"Rhirie ·
,.
. vides one-on-one tutoring for sec- Over-the-Rhine to having neigh- lenges of living in a new. environment.
service)eatrling ~~n;iest~r
"I am from Cincinnati and have ond through fourth graders.
borhood parents speak on the diffi- ment, the students also had to ad·.•. susallNallley.X3042~:· .. :· ··
"It's been a real eye opener," said culties of raising children in an in- just to living with five strangers.
grown up hearing of the condit.ions
in Over-the-Rhine," said Dumont,.· Scalien. "The learning environ- ner-city environment. Prior to the The students met for the first time
sophomore. "As a social work ma- ment is so different from what most forum; the students meet with Gene before winter break, and then
jor, I wanted to take what I have of us experienced."
Beaupre,
moved in upon their .return to

·If:i~~~~es;~;j~:;~~~~~~~~,·i~_,.·
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A few·good men
· Last night, The Newswire staff with her suitemates .. What would
had the pleasure of attending the you do, hotshot?
·
.
annual Mr. Muskie pageant.
5. ,.. After the dust settles, the
While we enjoy-this spectacle ev- fifth stage of the pageant would
ery year, we do have a few sug- move to the soccer field. There,
gestions as to how it might be im~ contestants would have to haul a.
proved.
full keg of 'Nati Lite from one end
l.
Lumberjack Strongest of Corcoran Field to the other,
Man ·contest:.
drain it, spin their heads around
Contestants would participate . on a bat three times and dash back.
in traditional feats of strength to the starting line.
sawing through timbers, balancOf course, only those contesing on a log ride down the Ohio . tants who are of age will be alRiver and. consuming towering lowed to participate in this event.
stacks of pancakes.
For those below the hallowed
2. .·In addition, all . Mr: number, minty-green mouthwash
Muskie hopefuls would have.to be · will be substituted for alcohol.
Round two of this event wciuld
able to work the sensiti_ve angle. ·
A SensitiveMan contest would ·· involve a sprint up the Elet steps
feature events like pie baking, with their favorite cafeteria
impromptu poetry reading and worker on their back.
timed flower arrangement. . ·
6.
After finishing their
Wits will be tested as kegs, the finalists (at least the ones
3.
well. The next category will de- who are still standing) will be estermine who can come up with the corted to the. on-campus shuttle
most creati~e use for theAll-~ard. and will be driven around Cohen
Hint: It will not work at UDF, parking lo( The last man to vomit
Dana's or the Woods.
wins.
4.
Instead of the usual
7.
For a tiebreaker, the winquestion"and-answer segment, ner will be determined by whocontestants would be placed in a ever was featured the most times
variety of compro.mising sce- in Police Note of the Week:
narios and would be forced.to talk
If none of_these appeal to you,
their way out of it. ·
there's always the swimsuit comIt should be called "Who petition. Board shorts, please -'Wants to Keep Their Girlfriend?" the more coverage, the better (this
For example, your girlfriend dis- means you, Kael).
covers you playing strip Beirut
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BY ERIN NEVIUS
Contributing Writer
St. Patrick's Day is a solemn
holiday commemorating the life of
·one of th_e great holy men. It follows that it should. be celebrated in
a manner; which preserves the sanctity of the saint for whom it is
named.
Walking around campus last Friday I was actually ashamed of my
fellow. students. This being a
Catholic university it can be assumed· that there is at least a little
Irish blood in most of us, and how
were we ref!lembering the .life of
our most precious saint?
Xavier, it is clear, has a drinking problem. There were actually
sober kids daring to show their.
faces on this most sacred ofholi~
days. Do you deny the. pull of
Guinness in your bloodlines? ·
I was at least glad to see that the
university got into the spirit and
helped the students remember what
March 17 s~ands for.
Selling green beer to the students who are of age was a fun and
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festive way to get upperclassmen in · ine the noyelty of consuming .an
the spiritual, I'eve~ent mood this day alcoholic beverage in the Univershy Center prompted many students
demands.
But ifyou are going to break one to shell out their hard-earned cash.
rule just for a day, :why not a few Potentially . this is a great
more? I have devised some sug- . moneymaker.
gestions for the university to take
Maybe there should be more St.
under consideration for next year's Patrick's Day activities involving
saintly day of debauchery.
the. sale of.alcohol; possibly as a
I am· well aware of Xavier's fundraiser for the Navigators .. I'm
stance on contraceptives, but please, thinking, "Take a Green Shot with
we all know what beer leads to. If Chief Couch." I would pay a l:luck
you are going to sell. alcohol you for that.
·
should also offer condoms - just
As fsaid, these are,. of course,
for the day, of course. :The reas~n merely suggestions. However, I
most of us have a little Irish Catho- firmly ~elieve that 1~ext St. Patrick'.s
lie blood in us is because the rhythm Day c_ould be the most fun and profmethod is not as sure fire as it itable one yet for Xavier.·.
sounds.
_
Imagi~e if we made our broI'm. fairly sme there.is no canon · chures luring high. school _seniors
law stating that cigarettes are intrin- here on March 17, 2001. Insteii.d
sically .evil, and honestly, what. · of every other universitY:s overdone
was.hes down a green. beer bettei' pictures of lallghing students relax-.
than a Camel Light? Maybe, just ing on emerald green lawns, ours
in. memory of Saint Patrick, we would feature beer, condoms and
could bring in a cigarette machine cigarettes.
Eyery 18-year-old in his or her
. for the day. It should accept AllCards.
right mind would be knocking on
This is just a guess, but I imag- admission's door.

New zoning for Bellarmine Circle
front of Bellarrriine Chapel. Many couple minutes, you can't park
students stop in the circle to pick there. That has nothing to do with
During the career of college stu- . things up in the University Center, it. I was wrong. There is no doubt
dents, money often becomes an is- pick up friends, etc. The students about that, but maybe this zone
sue with many of them. There are park their cars and turn the flashers should be fought by the adminis. tration.
expensive books, food and enter- on, or stand by the car.
Many
may
say
they
have
seen
If XU was concerned about the
tainment expenses, to name a few.
this
event
many
times
throughout
situation
of parking, as been re. For some students at Xavier, you
their
duration
at
Xavier,
and
not
ported
in
The Newswire, why
can add on "parking tickets for rithought
anything
about
it.
Well,
I
wouldn't
they
start out by turning
diculous reasons." These tickets
hate
this
area
into
a
to
break
it
to
XU.
students:
"5~Mimite
Stopping
range from $14 to $56. Any colWatch
out
for
your
parking.
zone?"
lege student could tell you how
Last Wednesday, in. the middle
It is not fair for students who
much could be done with that
need
to get something from the Uniof
the
day,
han
into
the
U
Qiversity
amount of money.
versity
Center or go to the ATM to
Center
to
get
a
copy
of.the
New
There seems to be a lot of s_pots
have
York
Times,
a
requirement
for
a
to
park a good 15 minutes
on the streets of campus that are
On
my
class,
and
a
Cherry
Coke.
away
from
these points just to spend
"No standing, stopping, parking
way
out,
I
saw
a
Cincinnati
Police
5
minutes
on
campus.
any time.'' While this .may not seem
officer
writing
a
ticket
out
for
my
·
This
is
something
the university
like a big deal to many students
truck
and
another
car
..
could
easily
change
to
make it nice.
who have a parking pass for the lot
·"You
can
park
here
al
1
you
for
the
students
that
need
to get "in
surrounding the Cohen Center,
want,"
the
officer
said.
".But
if
I
and
out"
of
the
circle
area,
With
some students who are barely able
catch
you
there;
then
I
write
tickets
the
right
petitioning
and
lawyers,
to afford Xavier, may want to park
· out. It doesn't matter if it is one car Xavier could get that changed as
on the street.
long as they had a valid reason, and
A case in point for one of these or 20 cars."
Sure
I
was
breaking
the
law,
and
students'
benefit would be. a good
zones with a sign posted "No Parknow
enough
reason.
understand
that
even
for
a
i.ng or Standing," is in the circle in

BY MATT PUTHOFF
Guest Columnist

·
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TO
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EDITOR-

,Takirig ti1ne to live simply Voting least we can do
You -may have seenT-shirts, . before (and are not.really think- driving may not end acid rain, but ·
Well, the party's over. After two - Even if our society recognizes
posters and bumper stickers that ing about it now).
it is baby step, a place to start. ..
months of primaries and caucuses, him to be better or more successful
· spbrt the phrase, "Live ·simply so
Here is your chance to do a
What we do know is without
the Republican and Democratic par~ . or more powerful than me in other
that others may simply live." You little.light reflection or even give awareness and a little dedication
ties have finally coronated their ways, my vote and Carl Lindner's
may as.kyourselfjust what exactly this. simp)e-livin_g deal a chance.
on the part of folks like US, absocrown princes ~ Go.re and Dubya. vote, Alan Greenspan 's vote or even .
this means and what I, a student .
Earthcare mernbers have spent lutely nothing will ever get betIfoth now posse~s the .delegates' President Clinton's vote are worth
at'tlli~'flne Jesuit institution, have most of the firstsen1ester looking ter.
needed to clinch.nominations at their the same.
tddo with this catchy, if somewhat at their own lives and rethinking
Starting the week of the 26th,
respective conventions this summer.
Second, and related to the first
corny, saying.
their priorities and values. Why Earthcare and :Earthbread will
. McCa.in, Bradley; Keyes and the rest idea, the act of voting can contribWell, actually, quite a lot. If _did we do this? What is the link host a variety of events to give you
have .been vanquished .. And'1he most ute to a sense of unity and solidarity
new information, to get you thinkone was to step back an·d · look· to ecblogy?
important lessorflearned by the vie.- among people. It was incredible to
carefully at Xavier, he or she
..Well, yoµ have probably heard ing and maybe even challenge you
-tors?
think that on Super Tuesday I was
would see students dropping statistics abouthowtheAmerican .. to action.
When you're down, bludgeon the just one of millions of people in Ohio
nearly full coffee cups.and apple people use a striki~gly and,disproJoin us in donating a meal from
enemy _with a slick media. blitz of and around the country who went to
cores into carefuliy ·marked recy- portionately huge ·part of the your meal plan and attending ·a
half-truths and negativism and ev- the polls.
ding bins. One would see glow- world's resources. .
hunger banquet - an interesting
erything will come out all right in
Voting is, or at least can be, a
ing televisfons that no one is reYou have probably heard that look at food distribution. Hear
the end.
common denominatqr that all citially watching.
.
_ the wodd would break under the speakers bn faith and ecology and
1 dare say both nominees will put zens can share.
One would see plates of half- pressure of six billion people !iv- bioengiiieered seed.
that knowledge to good use in the
Perhaps this aspect of voting can
eaten food thrown into the garc. ing at the .level of consl_lmerism
Participate in an energy fast
fall campaign, and will drag our de- help explain why the U.S. bishops
bage. One would see people that' those in this country do. Yet and a fantastic campus-wide game
mocracyto an unprecedented low in implored American Catholics to exspread so thin between their stud- the real question one must ask of capture the flag. Sign up at the
an all-out war for the White House. ercise their right to vote. Voting in
ies, clubs and wor~ thatthey have . himself or herself is whether or Dorothy Day Hmise to go on a
It was with this bleak prospect for this context seems almost sacramenlittle time for cooking a meal, talk- not heor she is happier having 47 . rural plunge, which is ·an overthe next eight months (and who ta) as an act of communion among
ing with friends or maybe _even pairs of shoes and spending four nightserv-ice-learning experience
know.s how far past November such those who subscribe to American
praying.
.
. ... .
hours a day in chat rooms. •
,_at local farms. .
baseness will dominate the political ideals:
I must say that I do not mean . Perhaps an ·internai change is - SO look for flyers, join us when
realm?) that · I read·. Me.lissa
I know I must sound hopelessly
to be overly harsh. cin Xavier stu- one of the important parts of en- you can and inost importantly, try
idealistic. But as young adults, perCurrence's editorial last week.
dents. Indeed, these sights are vironmental change. ·Of course, to take some time to simply do a
In it, she declares that "there is haps our role in the American politiseen all across the country.
turning off the waterwhile yo1;1 are little thinking.
no unifying .cause .to bring our gen- cal system is to challenge the present
· Perhaps you have felt an urge brushing your teeth may not ineration together like Vietnam or civil leaders of society - the generation
-Rebecca Braun
to simplify your life. Perhaps you ~tantly dear up polluted streams~
rights" and argues that young people that C~rrence criticizes· for making
Junior _ are justified in their voter apathy. I the world the mess it is- to a higher
have never
really thought about it and walking to class instead of
I
couldn't disagree more.
standard.
- C A M P U -5 C 0. M · M E N T A R Y
·The way I see it, there is not a
For we are, undeniably, idealists,
more.important and unifying cause and we are involved in the worthy
than asserting and protecting our causes that Currence extols in her
right to self-government against editorial.
BY ERIN MOONEY
And, frequently they do. not
Also, the woman was almost
those who would take it away from
We come io Xavier not ju.st to
Guest Colwmjist
punished for drinking. The piece see it ·coming. There are many
us. Voting can be a powerful tool in prepare. for car.eers and future sucwomen in this world who have
The third ann.ual production of kept going back to this.
that endeavor, for two reasons.
cess, but also to learn how to live
issues in. trusting men.
First, the very nature of voting, well.
Voices for Change was overall
. And guess what folks - rape
very strong, very moving and very
with its one-person-one-vote ideal,
Rather than throwing up our
is one of those reasons that women
thought provoking. However, I
requires us to acknowledge one an- hands in disgust at the "mess". of
·feel this distrust.
found one piece in particular ex.other as social equals.
American society, why can't we apThe piece made it seem that she
tremely offensive.
I take pride in the fact that I have proach it as a cause worth fighting
had it coming that she should have
The piece dealt with rape, and
just as much a right to go into the for? Voting is the least we can do.
voting booth as anyone else, and can known from the get go that he was
while I'm for raising ~wareness .·
gofog
to
rape
her,
anci
if
she
didn't
about this issue within the public,
effectively cancel out the vqte of the
-Brennan Graham
know it theri, she would have defiI feel the author and actors of the
most·powerful people in America.
Senior
nitely known after he made an
piece _could have gone about dif~
advance on her - .one that was
ferent means of expressing this. ·
rejected
by the woman's characWhat made me so angry about
frequent~
ter
..
it was the portrayal of the woman.
I understand the effort .the auThe piece made it seem, through.
thor and actors made in this perits narration, that the woman was
formance, but it just disturbs me
asking for it.
that in a production that is geared
At times it almost seemed the
· In my view, it seemed as if the toward social change the theme of
narrator was blaming her for trusting the man who raped her whe.n, narrator .was suggesting that her "she was askingfor it" was found
initially, in the piece she had no rape was directly caus.ed by her in there very explicitly.
· We have a lot'further to go than
excessive· alcohol consumptior~_.
reason not to trust him.
Do women really have to watch
· Rape .is rape. No one who is we thought.
out for every man that approaches - raped (either woman or man) is
ever asking for it, or deserves it.
them?

a

Voices' portrayafoftape offends
, Rape. is rape. No
one who is raped
{either- woman or
man) is everasking
for it, or deserves #.
And,
they
do not see it coming.
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XU duo rakes in .
$15,000
Xavier students Randy
Dublikar and Dave Michitti fin~
ished second in the Bicycle
WILD collegiate card tournament this past weekend in eu~
chre, earning XU a $15,000 donation for a general scholarship
·
fund.
Over 140 students competed
in the championships, which
were held in Orlando, Fla., at
Walt· Disney World! testing the
team's skills in the games of euchre, hearts and spades.
Of the 25 teams in the euchre
division, the Xavier players
bested teams from Kenyon,
crosstown rival Cincinnati, Ohio
State and Louisiana State before
losing to Georgetown in the
champi,onship round.
Over 5,000 students participated in their college campus
tournaments in hopes of advancing to the National Championships last weekend.

Free Wyclefticks
Two tickets to the April 1
Wyclef Jean concert will be given
away at the March 28 baseball
game against Miami (Ohio).
All Xavier.students in atten-·
dance will have a chance to win
the tickets to see the Fu gees'
frontman. The game will start at
3 p.m. at Hayden Field.
So come- out and watch the
Musketeers hand it to the visiting Redhawks. You might walk
away with some free tickets to a
hot concert.

Women's golf
struggles in Fla.
The women's. golf team traveled to Daytona, Fla., for the Hatter Spring Fling, hoping to work
on their game in the warmer climate.
Unfortunately though, the trip·
didn't quite work out as they
would have liked, as the team
struggled to a 16th-place finish.
The Musketeers finished the
two-day event with a score of 689
( 113 shots over par), 72 shots
behind the first-place University
of Iowa (617).
1'.he lone bright spot during
the XU women's extended spring
break was the play of junior cocaptain Melissa Beck. Beck finished in a tie for 13th-place after
firing scores of78 and 79 (both
lows.for the Xavier team).

Soccer tryouts
Walk-on tryouts for the men's
soccer team's spring season will
take place from April 10 -14.
The Musketeers will look to
use the spring season to work out
the kinks, in an effort to improve
upon last semester's 5-13-1
record.
-Joe Angolia

THE XAVIER NEWSWIRE

Xavier upset in NCAA· flrst round
Faster, mote athletic Stephen F.. Austin pulls off one-point, last-minute victory
BY MATT BARBER
Sports Writer

As far as college basketball is
concerned, March is a time for exaltation and upsets. It is also time
for disappointment and tears.
Last season, the Musketeers
(26-5) experienced the former, but
this seascin, after setting school
benchmarks in a number of areas, ·
Xavier discovered the other side of
March as 11th-seeded Stephen F.

a

(iame Roundup
NCAA First Round
March 17

Stephen F. Austin . 73
Xavier University 72
Xavier's inability to score in
the last three minutes of the
game led to the collapse of
XU's .12-point lead.· SFA's
pressing defense forced 24
turnovers and kept the Musketeer offense out of sync for
much of the game.
Austin (26-4) upset the.favored,
sixth,seeded Musketeers, 73-72, in
t he first round of the NCAA
Women's Basketball Tournament
in Baton Rouge, La.
In most games, it is Xavier that
is the more athletic team, but on
Friday night the SFA Lumberjacks
sped and jumped past XU by the
narrowest of margins. Applying a
pressure defense that denied the
Musketeers the ability to fully. run
their offense, Austin forced 24
turnovers, including 14 steals, and
took 26 more shots than Xavier
attempted from the floor.
THE FINAL MINUTES
With 5:50 left in the contest, XU
held a 12-point lead, 68-56, and
seemed well on its way to win
number 27 for the season and a: trip
to the. round of 32, but the Lum~
berjacks dug deep and outscored
the Musketeers 17-4therestofthe
way. .
Junior forward Jen Phillips was
fouled for Xavier with 59.9 secands left in the game. The 80-per-

I

cent free-throw shooter stepped to
the line and missed both shots, leaving the score 72~68,
Point guard Stephanie Whitmore,
the Southland Conference Playerof-the- Year, made a· three on
Austin's ensuing possession to make
the score 72- 71 with 40.2 seconds
left. Xavier turned the ball over its
next time down the court and,SFA
called a timeout.
On its final time down the court,
Austin reserve guard Lashinda Winters drove the lane and put in a layup·
that bobbled on the rim for a few
painful seconds before dropping
through with 8.5 seconds left.
Xavier inbounded to freshman point
guard Amy Waugh who tried to take
it coast-to-coast but her drive to the
lane was cut off.'
She passed the ball to a waiting
Nicole Levandusky on the wingwho
let fly wfrh·a shot from behind the.·
three~point arc. The junior guard
had made five of her seven threepoint attempts to that point, but her
last shot rimmed out.
"I felt like I had a good shot going off," said Levandusky. "I had
the open look." .
.
SFA rebounded the ball and held
it until the remaining seconds ticked
off the clock. The court was immediately a sea of contrast as Lumberjacks players leaped and yelled at
· the same time that the Musketeers'
heads dropped, some in sadness,
some in disbelief, but nearly aHwith
wet eyes.

.

Playing a matchup zone, .the
Musketeers were able to hurry the
Lumberjacks' offense into committing 13 turnovers, but SFA was able
to ou.trebound XU 17-13. ·

SECOND-HALF START
THE START
In order to keep the rebounding
After both teams matched each margin closer in the second half,
other with 11 points 4:30 into the XU head coach Melanie Balcomb
contest, Xavier made a push and switched her squad's defense to
went on a 12-2 run. Levandusky hit man-to-man .. It was effective imtwo of her threes to start the run.. . . mediately, and coupled with the
The Lumberjacks came right explosive Musketeer offense, led to
back at XU, going on their own 12- a 12-2 run by'Xavier to open the
.
2 run to de the game at 25 with seven h~(
minutes remaining iii the half. The
~FA inched back into the game,
Musketeers turned the ball over on .but a three-pointer by sophomore
six consecutive possessions during guard Katie Griggs and a layup by
SFA's run.
Hotz pushed the Xavier lead to 12,
The teams traded baskets before its largest of the contest, but that was
. Austin built a six-point lead, 34-28, when things began to fall apart for
with under two minutes left before· XU.
halftime. XU came back and tied
Phillips finished with a teamc
the score at 36 on an underhanded high 19 points, followed by
shot by senior forward Kim Hotz Levandusky's 17, Waugh's 11 and
before the half could con:ie to an Hotz's 10. Hotz ended her Xavier
end.
career with a 4-5 shooting perfor-

On Tap
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Wednesday, March 22

Saturday, March 26

•Baseball vs. Miami (Ohio)
at 3 p.m.

•Baseballvs. St. Xavier
at noon
•Men's tennis vs. Butler
at 2 p.m.
•Women's tennis vs. Marshall
at noon.

Thursday, March 23
•Women's tennis vs. Dayton
at 3:30 p.m.

Tuesday, March 28
Friday, March25
•Baseball vs. St. Xavier (DH)
at noon

•Baseball vs. Miami (Ohio)
at3 p.m.
Wednesday, March. 29
.,

•Baseball vs. Kentucky
at4 p.m.

.NEWSWIRE STAFF PHOTO

Freshman Reetta Piipari was one of the main reasons for the
Musketeers' success this season.

•Women's tennis vs. Butler
at2:30 p.m~
·~en's tennis vs. Wright State
at 3 p.m.
· Thursday, March 30
•Women's tennis vs. Louisville
at 2 p.m.
:

Baseball games take place at
Hayden Field.
Home games are in bold.

.

mance, including 2-2 from the free- ·
throw line.
The missing figure in the Xavier
scoring totals was junfor center Taru
Tuukkanen. The A-10 First Teamer
and Most I!llproved Player was held
to just two points by the physical
Austin defense.· Tuukkanen was
able to grab a team~leading seven
rebounds for XU.
The most telling stat was
Xavier's 24 turnovers, the team's
second highest game total all season. It did not help that the Lumberjacks were able to shoot the ball
26 more times than XU either, al.though the Mu.sketeers outscored
SFA i 8-0 from the free-throw line.
"Their defense·really stopped us
from running the things we wanted
to on offense and getting the ball
inside where we wanted to go," said
Balcomb. "They're very physical
and they pressure the ball very, very
well."
~'They were very beatable," said
Levandusky of Austin, discussing
the disappointment behind the. loss.

GAME
of the

WEEK
BASEBALL VS. ST. XAVIER
. noon at Hayden Field
Friday
We ~now how hard it ·is to
make those weekend games
that start at noon, so this week
we chose the Friday edition of
XU's series with St. Xavier. So
before you get too involved
with your Friday night festivi· ties, stop by Hayden Field to
catch the Xm.en. If that's not
enough, they'll be playing with·
a DH, so you won't even have
to watch the pitchers hit.
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Xmen ·fallto:Irish in NI~ 2nd round
Frey's 2i powers XpGSt MU, Murphy and Graves too much at ND
,

.

.

,,

;

Sports Editor

After the initial disappointment
of being overlooked by the NCAA
for a second consecutive year wore
off,'the Musketeers set out to.prove
the NCAA Selection Committee
wrong in the NIT. Unlike last year
though, a trip to Madison Square
Gardens (the site of the NiT's Final Four) wasn't in the' cards, as the
Musketeers ran into a tough Notre
Dame team on the road.
The Musketeers survived a career-high from Marquette's Cordell
Henry in the first round, but were
unable to stop the Fighting Irish's
duo of David Graves and FirstTeam All-American Troy Murphy.
. The 76-64 loss brought the team's
maddeningly inconsistent season to
an ·end; leaving fans with only
speculations as to what happened
and what could have ·been.

•

\

-

i

Darnell Williams nagging knee injury (Williams sprained his knee
during the Atlantic 1OTournament)
hindered the XU offense's ability to

BY JOE ANGOLIA

·

score~

Marquette; on !he qther hand,
had_ no problems.as Henry's surpris. ing play (the sophomore averaged
just 8.5 points per game in the regular season) ·in the first half ignited
the Golden Eagles' attack.
Henry nailed two threes and
added a field goal to cap off a 12-0
run, giving Marquette a 14-5 lead.
A jumper from Henry at the 12: 15 ·
.mark, gave the point guard 10.·
points, _already above his season
average just·7:45 'into the game.
McAfee tried to keep the team
close with his sharp outside shooting, but was unable to out duel
Henry, who had as many points as ·
the entire XU team following a
· jumper which put Marquette ahead
27-17.

XAVIER 671 MARQUE'fTE· 63

When McAfee picked up his
•. third foul with 4:36 to go, t_he MusIn. their first round game, the keteers were de_sperately in need of
Musk.e:teers. played the role of productionfrom other.players. Wilsp9iler fonichange, stealing a win
, Iiams.responded by nailing a threefrom the G_olden Eagles instead of . pointer, which .turned out to be his
being. victimized themselves.' The.
·
only points of the night.
re'gular Season was marred by
The real saviorfortheXmen was
games in which the Musketeers
sophomore Kevin Frey, who hit two
were in control and appeared to be
three-pointers to pull the Muskeon their way to victory, only to
teers within four points, 28-32. A.
watch their opponent storm back to
layup by Henry as time expired gave
hand the Xmen a loss.
the Golden Eagles a six-point h~lf
Case in point, the Musketeers'
time lead, and gave the_ point guard
Jan. 2 contest with Marqu·ette, in
a career-high in points, 21, in just
which Xavier held. an l~~point lead, the first half. ·
·
befo~e-. c6iiap~ing, giving tlie"
~·I thought we were in good shape
Golden Eagles a 65-63 victory.
even though .we were down six,"
The Musketeers would riot have
said McAfee. ·~The, way we· were
the chance to blow a lead iri this·
playing we could have been down ,
one, as Marquette led nearly the
20."
en.tire game. Ajumper by the
The Musketeers began the secteam's leading scorer, Brian Wardle.
ond half on the righttrack, pulling
at.the 15:42 mark in the first half,
to within one (35~36) with 17 :46 left··
gave the Golden Eagles the lead,
to play, but _watched in horror as
which they would hold until a threeJohn Cliff poured iri eight points to .
po inter from junior Maurice
spark a 10-1 Marquette run ..
McAfee gave the.Musketeers a 63- .
· The Xmen battled back as the
60 lead with.1:45 left in the second
combo of Frey and freshman David
half.
West began to take its ton on_ the
The absence of Lloyd Price' (the
Marquette· defense. West's inside
sophomore.· had injssed · two. pracplay earned _him trips to the line and
tices leading irito· the Marquette
opened up the outside game for
game and was not permitted to
XU's marksmen. ·
play) and the effects of senior

''<i\[[;;;•1e.i'ci;cJl,;•o·~'"~l,.9.9.9!!::'200.0zSEASON,,.;LEADERSu; Olir.d•,\'':YiP'
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Frey's outside
touch gave him a
chance to drive to.
the. basket, for high
percentage shots or
trips to the line.·
Frey tied the game~
at 60 with 2:40 to
play, after drawing
a foul on a touch
shot inside the
paint.
McAfee's ensuing three-pointer
put the Muskies on
top, 63-60. We:>t
added the knockout punch with an
inside basket off
the glass. Cliff,
who finished with
19 points on the
night, nailed a
three-pointer to
keep the. Golden
Eagles in the game,
but they were un- .
able to get .any.
closer, dropping a
heart breaker io the.
Xmen (who closed
out the game on a,
20-8 run). . ,
"It's amazing;
. .
.~
..
· .
.
.
. NEWS'!illRE PHOTO BY SEAN O'BRIEN
. . . , Sophomore Kevm Frey scored 21 pomts m the team's 67-63Wm over'Marquette
I n 40 mmutes it s · h ·f.
·
· d JUSttwo
·
f"1eId goas
I · ·c·7- 9) ·onth emg
· ht.
·D .. k·' , mt e rrstroun d of t h e NIT. Freym1sse
.k
l 1 e a 1c en s:
.
.
.
..
'best of times, worst of times' that
NOTRE DAME 76, XAVIER 64
score to 64-61, but poor shot seleccan happen,".said head coach Skip
Not only would the Musketeers tion and the Irish's free-throw acProsser. "But somehow, some way, have to figure out a way to win on curacy (the team connected on 10we hung on and won the game."
the road, but they would have to fig- · 11 free. throws to close the game)
Frey's· strong.•shooting ied the ure out a way to stop the Fighting prevented Xavier from moving on.
way. for the Musketeers. The for- Irish 's Murphy, the Big East's
Graves and Murphy were too
ward was nearly perfect. on. the Player-of-the-Year, if they had any · much for the Xmen to. handle, as
night, hitting7~9 from the field (in7 chances of moving on.
the duo scored. 24 and .21 points,
eluding 2-3 from downtown) and
The concern ~ith shutting down respectively. The two finished with
5-5 from the line on the way to a Murphy, who averaged over 23 ppg nine rebounds a piece, as well.
21-pointperformance. ·
· on the year, left the Irish's outside
"We knew G_raves could play
"The shots just started falling shooters open to born bard the · going in, but he was really on," said
Frey. "Murphy was tough inside,
for me. I'm good friends with Muskies with three-pointers.
Cordell, and I was talking with him
Case. in point, David Graves, just posting us up the whole game.
during the ·game. I was trying to who took advantage of open looks He was the real deal."
McAfee finished with a teamkeep up with his play a little bit; I at the basket to pour in 21 first-half.
didn'.t get off to the start he did . points. Graves, who carried the high 18 points (marking the 15
though. He was on .fire though," teamwhile Murphy sat out to have straight· game· in which he has
said Frey. "Coach is always on me his• ankle attended to, knocked· scored in double figures), followed
to step up and hit shots. I just felt down 8-11 field goals (including 4- by Frey and Price with 11 and 10,
real comfortable out there."·
6 in the first half) to propel the Irish respectively.
Henry did manage to out gun toa41-38halftimelead. Asateam,
Williams college career didn't
Frey, finishing with 26 points on the Irish found gold on 60.9 per- · end quite the way he would have
the night (10-15 from the field), he cenfof their field goals.
wanted it to. The shooting guard,
and all the Golden Eagles would
The Musketeers ·were' down .who is 11th on Xavier's all-time
be more than happy to trade that early, 11-4, before Frey came on to scoring list, registered just 19 minstat for a victory.
score seven unanswered points to. utes off the bench connecting on 3West grabbed 11 boards to go tie the game, and held a five-point- 9 field goals for nine points.
The highly anticipated return of
with his 16 points for yet another lead (24-19) before the Irish turned
double-double for the first-year up their game.
Williams to the Musketeer lineup
player. McAfee closed out the
The Xmen tied the game at 44 had many people envisioning an AMuskies' top scorers by connect- all, early in the second half, but 10 West title and a NCAA berth to
. ing· on 4-8 three-pointers on the were outscored 15-5 after that.
go along with it. Though things
The Irish's tough zone defense, didn't quite work out as well as evway to his 15 points. Sophomore
Aaron Turner played solidly, as kept the Musketeers off their game, eryone had hoped, Williams prowell, putting together an eight- forcing them to fire up _a season- vided solid leadership on this year's
point; seven~rebound performance, .. high 36 threes (of which they made young Musketeer team.
·His numbers might not have
· Williams, on the other hand, just 12). McAfee alone accounted
was unable to leave a shining im- for 15 of those attempts, but con- been as glorious as people (includage for the fans to remember him nected ·on half (six) of the team's ing himself) might have expected,
by in the team's final game .at the total. The Muskies made just 29.6 but he was a major contributor to.
Cincinnati Gardens. The senior percent of their second-half shots.
this year's 21-12 record.
.
With one full year of experience
managed a dismal 1-13 from the
A free-throw by Price cut the
field, but did dish out a team-high deficit to three-points and it ap- under their belts, you can guaranfour assists.
peared as if the Muski_~s might steal tee the Musketeers will only be bet"Right now I think his psyche anotherone. Notre Dame answered ter next season. An NCAA berth
is more damaged than his knee," with a field goal from Murphy and should not be unobtainable.
said Prosser. "He didn't shoot the a free throw from Harold Swanagan .
ball well, which classifies as one to go back up six, 64-58.
of the understatements of the sea-·
McAfee kept the Muskies in it
son."
with a clutch three, bringing the
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Musketeers. on two-game winning· streak
Freshman· Cave and senior Hendel_1ead the way ·with three. 'hits ea'ch
-

.-

.

BY SEAN ()'BRIEN

-

'

Raih started the game and threw game. Xavier students in attenc.
five tough innings, allowing just dance will. have a chance to win two one earned run and five hits. Raih tickets to the Wyclef Jea11 concert
The baseball team went 2-2 this
also collected three punch-outs·.
on April 1.
.
past week and snapped an 11-game
Barger
came
in
relief
ofRaih
and
·
With
the
offense
surging,
the
losing streak in the process.
pitched
two
good
innings
and
then
Musketeers
should
keep
the
ball
Before putting an end to their ·
struggled to find the strikezone in . roliing ~nd pick up their third vicII-game skid, the Musketeers fell
his third inning of relief.:
tory in a row. Then they return
to the University of Illinois Chicago
·
·
After
Barger
struck
off
the
leadhome for a weekend homestand
9-0. In that shutout loss, Xavier had
off
batter,
the
Austin
Peay
offense
against
St. Xavier. Come out and
only four hits and committed four
woke
up.
Barger
gave
up
a
base
hit
.
·watch
yourfirst basebali of the
errors.
and
then
walked
the
next
two
batspring
this
weekend.
With a doubleFreshman middle infielder Eric
ters
to
load
the
bases.
His
next
pitch
beglnn~ng at
header
on
Saturday
Greenwell went 2-3 with two
was
a
past
ball
and
all
three
runnoon
and
the
third
game
on Sunsingles and a walk. Junior third
ners
advanced,
scoring
a.run.
Then
day
_also
starting
at
noon.
The
team
baseman Ty Brenning and freshman
A.J.
Ellfs
of
Austin
Peay
hit
a
could
use
your
support
plus
you
can
first baseman Mark Andres each
sit
in
those
super
comfortable
groundball
that
was
bobbled
by
had one hit.
Schreen, allowing another run to bleachers.
On the mound, junior Jeff
score.
Barger pitched four innings and
The next batter hit a groundball
gave up seven hits, seven runs (only
to
third and Brenning werit to
three of which were earned), two
Greenwell
for the second out. On
walks and struckout four. A decent
that
play,
Greenwell
made a nice
performance but Burger's record
attempt
at
turning
the
dou_ble play
fell to 1-3 due to the lack of offenbut
the
runner
barely
beat
the throw
sive support.
to
keep
the
rally
going.
Junior Matt Raih relieve~ Barger
With two outs and a runner on
and pitched three innings giving up
XAVIER 7.1 AUSTIN PEAY 5 first, Barger got Governor Ben
four hits, two earned runs, two·
PHOTO COURTESY OF SPORTS INFORMATION
..
• ·
walks, and had two strikeouts.
Junior Jared Cutter led the .
The wm that put an end to the Fuller to line out to right field.
Freshman Kev.in Crowley then . Xmen with a 1.23 ERA entering ugly losing. streak. has_ st~rted a Jarret Sues made a nice play on the
relieved'Raih in the eighth inning. yesterday's game.
·
streak of another kmd. Wtth an- ball to finally put an end to the Govother strong offensive performance, ernors rally.
The freshman right-hander threw
In Xavier's half of the eighth,
one inning giving up only one hit.
pitched seven innings and gave up the Musketeers won their second in
Junior Jared Cutter was. the fi- five hits, seven runs, six earned row as they beat Austin Peay 7-5 Brenning was the only guy to reach
base on an intentional walk.
nal pitcher on the day and pitched runs, four walks and had one yesterday at Hayden Field.
Xavier
to·ok
advantage
of
eight
With his team-best 1.23 ERA,
one inning. Cutter gave up one hit strikeout. Brenning, Greenwell,
and had two strikeouts. Still, the Andres, senior Arron Hall, and Governor errors and scored seven Cutter was called up_on to slam the
door on the Governors. After givsomewhat decent pitching perfor- freshmen Ryan Schreen, Jarret Sues runs on 12 hits.
mance was canceled out by and Larry Schildmeyer all collected . ·.The offensive attack was lead by. ing up a single to the lead-off man,
~freshman left fielder Kevin Cave; . Cutter gof things under c'ontroL"''
Xavier's offensive slump. UIC se- · · one.hit apiece in the loss.
·
Cave hit a solo shot in the sixth to Greg Troy flew out to center. Cutnior right-hander Sean McNichols
XAVIER 9, TOLEDO 5
push the Xavier lead to six runs. He ter then got Lance Wampler tci
pitched eight innings of shutout
The second game of the double" . finished the game 3-5.with an RBI. ground into an game ending 6"4-3
basebaH.
header would mark the end to the
.. Senior catcher Jared Hendel also double play. With his solid inning
finished with three hits and one · of one hit relief, Cutter earned his ·
.·TOLEDO 7, XAVIER 6
11-game losing streak.
In their next game against the
Xavier won 9-5 in their highest RBI. Brenning and junior Jeff. first save on the season.
With that win, the Musketeers
University of Toledo, Xavier lost 7- scoring game of the season. The Crandell both went 2-4. Sophoimproved
to 5-14. Xavier travels
6 in the first half of a doubleheader. · team's bats finally came to life af- more outfielder Jay Denit was 2-5
to
Miami
(Ohio)
today for a 3 p'.m.
·
Sophomore Greg · Wiggers ter a long drought. The offensive with an RBI. ·
.·surge was lead by Brenning,
Hall. and' freshman Matt
Tedford - all three of them
went 2-3 with two runs batted ·
in.
Schreen also collected two.
hits and had a run scored.
Grennwell was 1-3 with a walk
and two runs scored. Andres
·was 1-3 with a homerun and a
walk. Schildmeyer was lc3
with a RBI.
After 11 games in which
they scored a to_tal of 27 runs,
nine in one game nearly quadrupled their average output
during their losi!lg streak.
Senior left-hander James
Siefker pitched six solid innings to earn his second victory on the season. Siefker
gave up nine hits, four earned
runs, three walks and struck out
four. Cutter relieved Siefker.
and gave up one hitin a scoreless final inning'..

·Asst. Sports Editor

®
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FREE SCREENSAVER
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PRIZES IN THE DREAM SCREEN
SWEEPSTAKES LIKE:
A

TRIP i:o THE X·GAMEs® IN

SAN FRANCISCO; AN MTX® AUDIO
SPEAKER SYSTEM; OR EVEN
·PONTIAC® SUNF'IRE® SPORTS
COUPE
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Coming in co n c er t to

Schmidt Fieldhouse, 1:30 P.M..
Featuring the Product,

~LIS

& 2-Day P.anic Attack

Student, Facunv and Stan Tickets SJ
Tickets available March 13 in the S.A.C. Office
Sponsored by Xavier>University-Student Activities Council
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Symphony update
Violinist Midori will perform
Beethoven's Violin Concerto in
D major with the Cincinnati
Symphony Orchestr~ led by
Jesus L6pez~Cobos in Concerts
March 23, 24 and 25.
To continue the CSO's Horizan Season celebration, Maestro
Lopez-Cobos has programmed a
romantic work from the very beginning of the 20th century and
an American composition from
the very end of the century.
Tickets are priced from $13 to
$49 and are available by phone
at 381 ~3300. · .
.
Student tickets are $10 the
week of the concert. Students
may purchase up· to two tickets
with each valid student ID.

Stompin'
Stomp, the international percussion sensation, will be performing March 2~-26 at the
Aronoff Center.
Performances run Tuesday
through Friday at 8 p.m., Saturday at 5 p.m. and 9 p.m., and Sun. day at 2 p.m. and 7 p.m.
Ticket. prices .range between
$20 and $40 and are available at
all Ticketmaster outlets.
For more information, call the
Broadway Series office at 2412345 or visit the Web site at
www.broadwayseries.com.

Dancin'
Multiple award winning choreographer Garth
Fagan
brings his da~ce to the JarsonKaplan Theatre in the Aronoff
Center on March 24 and 25 at
8:30 p.m.
Fagan is· most recognized for
his choreography in the Broadway production of "The Lion
King."
Tickets are $20 and $17 ($9
for students and seniors), and are
available at all Ticketmaster outlets.
For more information, call
591-2557.

More symphony
The Cincinnati Symphony
Orchestra Players Series
contintues on Friday, March 24
at 7:30 p.m. in Memorial Hall.
Featured on the concert will
be George Roch berg's Slow Fires
of Autum: Ukiyo-e II, Karl
Reineke's Octet for Winds and
Opus 216 and Johannes Brahms'
Trio in C Major, Opus 87.
Tickets are $20 for box seats
and $15 in tl1e orchestra and balcony, and are available by calling 381-3300.

Filmin'
The Wexner Center is now
accepting entries for its fifth annual Ohio Short Film and Video
Showcase, to be held Saturday,
May 20 in the Wexner Center
Film/Video Theatre.
Deadline for entries is April 7.
Call (614) 688-3307 for entry
forms and more information.
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Irish eyes smiling at The Dubliner
STOP IN FOR A MEAL AND A F:'EW PINTS OF CHEER AT A LITTLE IRISH JOINT DOWN THE ROAD
wiches such as the
black bean burger (a
vegetarian choice), and
· Contributing Writers
Looking for excellent Irish cuisine The Bookmaker's
and live inus.ic? There is no need to Steak Sandwich, which
see your travel agent. J.ust JO.min- is Composed of prime
utes from campus yciu can find an au- rib, onions and Swiss
thentic Irish restaurant and pub, The cheese on a baguette.
Dub liner.
Health conscious
Aftersearchingforaparkingspace. diners m·ay want to
in their tiny lot, you encounter an out- 'choose from the "Eat~
door mural across from outdoor seat- · ing of the Greens" seeing. You can't miss the vintage truck tion or the soups.
One notable salad is.
decorated with The Dub liner fogo,
placed at the front of the. parking lot. the Limerick Salad.• inUpon entering the Irish pub and r.es- eluding mixed greens,
taurant, you are immediately encom- tomatoes, bleu.cheese;
passed by an Irish environment com- nuts and balsami'C
plete with Irish music.
vinaigrette dressing. ·
The restaurant.is divided into two
A great acccimpani~
sections - th~ front features the ment is Celtic Stew, a
indispensible pub area,· including a tender lamb stew with
stage for live music and a formidable . vegetables in a broth.
From the encrees
selection of frosty beverages. For
those seeking a more ·family-oriented page, you will find a
setting, The Dubliner offers cozy · variety of Irish dishes .
wooden booths with plaid seat-cush- all accompanied with a ~"..- · ·-·
ions. History buffs can read Irish
house salad, a choice cif
ing forms underneath the glass table- two.sides, including eitop·s.
the.r
vegetables,.

BY JACKSON GOODNIGHT
. AND MARIE LEIST

rac-

The Dubliner.'s menu has ayariety . colcannon, wild dee or, "'.'.::~."';r.·~.~··•·
of (you guessed it) authentic Irish Irish potatoes.· ·
·:,;...t.·~;~.···
One of the. many
food.
For "Starters," you should check choices, the "I:rinity
PHOTO COURTESY OF JACKSON CiOODNICiHT
out one of the many appetizers; Some College
Chicken Even though St Patrick's Day only comes once a year, it's always March 17 at The
of the more interesting choices are St. ·Marsala, is a te.nder
Dubliner on Montgomery Road.
Killian's Breaded Brie and chicken breast sauteed
Ploughman's Platter, which includes in marsala wine and mushroom $12.95, is grilled salmon served excellent, as we received plenty of
slices of pork loin, pickles, red ched- sauce, priced at $10.95.
atop tomato-herb fettuccini smoth- attention from our server.
dar and Irish soda bread. And Jm
The chicken. marsala has won- ered in bleu cheese, tomatoes and
.:'.fhe .· 9nly setback . to. T_he
those a little afraid of the unknown, derful flavor - - - - - - - - - · - - - - · bacp~.
. . Dubliner istheprices, which aren't
there are the always reliable create.d by the
·
. This ~dish exactly college-student friendly.
Connemaracheese sticks and chicken wine and mush· •· didn't h·ave. a :The prices range between $5.95 to
wings.
.
rnoin combina-. · Address:
potent fish fla- $15.95, with most of the entrees
· Listed under ,;Dubli~er Favorites" .ti on . and is
.
·
.
vor, and could · f~lling at.about $12.
6111 Montgomery Road
are dishes like Shepard's Pie, a lamb~ hfghly recombe described as
' ·However, The Dubliner would
and-vegetable based dish, and:St. . 'mended. The
.flaky and. deli-· serve as a wonderful place to take a
Hours:
- James Gate Boxty, which< is potatO. tender chickeri
cate, just the date. If you come Wednesday
Mon. - Sat., ~ l a.m.-to 2 a.111~
pancakes sea·soned with chopped on~ . breast' 'comway.> salmon ·.ttirough Saturday, you can also en. Sunday, I .p:m. to·l2:30 a~m.
ions, smothered with tender mush- bine.d with. this
should .be pre- · joy free live frish music.
(Happy hours daily from.4 p.m.
rooms in a hearty i;>eef and Guinness · pleasing sauce.
pared;· The · · IfyoudecidetotakeatriptoThe
t() 7 p.m.)
stew. ·
. made for a won~ ·
sauce was wha( ,Dubliner, expect to find great food
For.those who like to eat with their derful, mouthmade this dish and an inviting and interesting Irish
Phone:
hands, head for ~he "Dubliner Butties" watering meal.
flavorful and is atmosphere. ·
531-6111
section of the menu.
The Salmon
The Dubliner takes-all major
definitely rec"Dubliner Butties" includes sand- Pasta, priced at·
ommended for credit cards (that does n~tinclude
those with a big the "coke-card," sorry) and, of
appetite for seafood and pasta. course, cash. Unfortunately, The
*OFFICIAL NEWSWIRE FOOD RATINGS*
If you have any mom after en- Dubliner will not accept Irish curjoying Th~ Dubliner's large-par- rency.
*-You've had better food at summer camp ..
tioned meals and delicious soda
So; if you are looking for a good
bread (served with all meals), ask time and don't mind spending a
** - Maybe we should have gone to Mickey D's instead.
your friendly server to see the des- little extra money for a great expesert tray.
rience, find· your way to The
***-It's better than your skill level, ChefBoyardee.
We recommend the raspberry Dubliner.
c.hocolate cheesecake, which-is so
. Rating:****
****-Just like mom used to make
rich you might have to share. it. If
you are not a cheesecake.fan, check
***** - Better than mom used to make, just don't tell her.
out the Black Forest Torte.
. The service at The Dubliner was

The Dubliner

···-.

.

,

New Releases i-..~-~·:·

The following discs are due for release on or before March 21 ...
The Reverend Horton Heat, Spend a Night in tlze Box (Time Bomb) ...
'N Sync, No Stri11gs Attached (Jive) ... Pantera, Reinve/lfing tlze Steel
(El~ktra) ... Spring Heel Jack, Treader (Thirsty Ear) ... Vision, Watching
tlze World Bum (Epitaph) ... Trina, 'Da Baddest Bitch (Atlantic) ... Aqua,
Aquarius (MCA) ... Beachwood Sparks, .Beac/1wood Sparks (Sub Pop) ...
Cartoon Boyfriend, Nipples (Drool) ... 'Da 504 Boyz, Good/el/as (No
Limit) ... Mr. Big, Get Over It (Atlantic) ...
... all dates are tentative.
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Wednesday, March 22

Saturday, March 25

Third Eye Blind
w/ 1onic
@ Taft Theatre

.Guster.
w/ Josh Rouse
@·Bogart's

Thursday, March 23

Tuesday, March 28

Jolly Rancher Rocks With
Hard Rock Cafe
@ Bogart's (Free Show!)

JGB
@Bogart's
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REVIEW-

a fresh lOok at theater

· I'J'S NOT WHAT YOU THINK ... OK, IT'S PA~TLY WHAT YOU THINK, BUT IT'S SO COMPLICATED
tion, but also as a necessary ~ose
of reality for the Hollywood fairy
As Xavier students, it seems ap- . tale romance that most hope to repropriate. tharwe should not only alize.- The play culminates beauti.
.
recognize but appreciate tlwse who fully.
manage to succeed where their pas·Basically, "The Pullman
s ions lie after they graduate.
· Theory" celebrates bookstores and
Xavier alumnus Jay Kalagayan all the characters that ·seem to instands as one of those people who habit such havens of eccentricity.
has managed to work toward his
However, the peripheral actions
goals and excel. . As a founding in "The Pullman Theory" serve as
·member of The Know Theatre a distraction from the main seTribe, Kalagayan presents his:own quence of the play.
writing __: writing that showcases
A conversation· about blenders
the developing talents of a contem- filled with innuendo, an unfortunate
porary student of the theater. ·
street performer named Ambrose
The evenirig of one-acts occurs .and a man affectionately referred to
at Gabriel's Corner, an almost as "Wide Load" have little comic
black-box style theater in Over-the- bits which, while slightly entertainRhine.
ing,· seem _to· only fulfill the
· As you enter the theater,'you are playwright's desire to introduce stepresented with action already oc- reotypical characters,· rather than
curring on stage at "Heaver Book- enhance the plot. ·
sellers." Actors move on stage, perThe. other four one-acts explore
PHOTO COURTESY OF THE KNOW THEATRE TRIBE
forming the daily activitie~ of a a student's foar of getting an HIV
Duwan
Watson
as
Peter
and
John
Neison
as
Aa~on
Oeftto
right)
in
a
Know
Theatre
Production of 'The Pullman
bookstore.
test: "l-8-5~3," the possible reality
Theory,';
directed
by
Jay
B.
Kalagayan.
·
From this point, "The Pullman of a genetic utopia: "Custom
I will here avoid any obvious
Theory" begins. The play tells the Made," and the advertising world's
· Perhaps the only slow portion of ever, as a one-act, the play lacks the
story ·of two guys looking for love control: "Copywrong."
the evening occurs in "Chat." This . epiphany contained in his other jokes, such as "Jay's Shorts" fit
in a world that seems to offer only
·These three pieces are written, one-act reveals the personal rela- pieces. (Although one woman in comfortably, or "Jay's Shorts" don't
minor distraction, but never that ul- acted and directed very well. The . tionship of two professional women the audience, who happened to give me a wedgie or "Jay's Shorts" ,
timate, desired relationship.
highlights include Erin Childs arid ·seeking meaningful human connec- spontaneously react to one of the . would look good on everyone. ;
I will, however, recommend gocharacter's lines on stage, seemed
Aaron, played by J. Edward Jon Schwartz as "Little Girl" and tion.
ing to see 'this performance. You'll
Nelson, can't seem to move on from "The Lawyer," respectively, in
The actresses, Michelle Vaeth to.relate;)
Theater always needs fresh laugh and think,· and most likely
his past relationship. This "sand "Copywrong." The set and the writ~ and Xavier senior Mary Larkin,
crab" is constantly berated by his ing elicit laughter throughout.
make the characters come alive. voices. Kalagayan offers a very dis- appreciate theater a little more.
For those who missed it the first
friend Peter, played by Xavier se"Custom Made," directed by an- · However, it is perhaps in the writ- tinct and original voice in his oneacts. As a graduate of Xavier, stu- time, "Jay's Shorts" will appear
nio'r Dwuan Watson.
other Xavier alumnus, Charles ing where the play falls short.
However; throughout the course Fields, is absurdity persbnified;
Whereas the rest of the evening dents at Xavier should appreciate again on March 23-25 at 8 p.m. at ·
of the play, you learn that most But, it is th.is absurdity that reaches wonderfully° reveals Kalagayan's what he has and will continue to ac- Gabriel's corner, 1425. Sycamore
Street in Over-the-Rhine.
· people experience similar anxieties. the audience.
original ideas, "Chat" seems to play complish.
Yet, as human beings; we can all
The tie-in of the play's title serves
The.writing is succinct and rapid on typfcal human confusion. That
not only as an impressive observa- . fire, and the caricatures are superb. may, in fact, be the point. How- appreciate the topics discussed.

BY ADAM ZIEMKIEWICZ
Diversions Writer

-MOVIE

REVIEW-

-'Romeo'- everybody was kung-fu fighting
ACTION FLICK A TWIST ON THE CLASSIC SHAKESPEARE TALE OF DOOMED LOVERS
.family, a black family led by Isaak .
(Delray Lii:ido).
Guest Writer
When William Shakespeare sat
The Chinese Sing family owns
down to write "Romeo and Juliet," the other halfofthe businesses. As
he could not have seen this com- pointed out in the rriovie, it is just a
ing.
matter of time until the two famiA kung fu movie (very) loosely lies clash.
based on the play? Well, sort of.
· The fun begins when Po, one of
There is a subplot involving two the Sing children, is found hanging ·
star-crossed
lovers from rival fami-. from a tree after an altercation in a
.
lies, but "Romeo Must Die" spends · nightclub.
most of its time focusing on flying
The Sings blame the O'Days,
fists and feet.
who deny responsibility. MeanTo attempt to explain the plot of • while, in Hong Kong, Po's brother
the movie would be a wash~ oftime. Han (Jet Li) breaks out of jail.·
The whole thing is flimsy, slnce Somehow, Han is .able to secure a
apparently the key to every action plane ticket and get to Oakland imin the movie is an effort to bring a mediately after escaping the
National Football League team to slammer.
Oakland.
In Oakland, he meets and falls
I kn.ow the Raiders had a bad . for Isaak's daughter Trish
season, but Cincinnati still claims (Aaliyah). The remainder of the
the Bengals, so l figured Oakland movie con'sists mostly of fistfights,
would not give up so easily..
·
with occasional gunfire and murder
·
But then again, that may not be · thrown in:
the driving force behind the story.
Not that that's a bad thing. The
It was kind of hard to tell, as there . kung fu scenes are very well choare no clues at all as to what the reographed and amusing in a ridicumovie is actually about, until an lous sort of way. Jet Li kicks some
hour or so into it.
butt while upside down and· sus__ The Oakland waterfront is four pended from a rope, while holding
miles long and covered with busi- a Naya bottle and despite the fact
nesses. Two miles worth of 'the that he is too much of a gentleman
to hit a woman.
·
biJsine~ses belong ·to the. O'Da~

BY BRYAN ERWIN

The standing of.each character
The movie also features the most Maurice. (Anthony Anderson) is
supposed
to
keep
watch
besides
Han and Trish is never quite
over
Trish,
interesting use of X-ray vision since
clear.
but
of
course
is
completely
incom"Superman." During particularly
Take Maurice, for example. He
graphic fight scenes, the camera petent in even keeping her in view.
His
antics
and
the
ribbing
·he·
is
a
lovable guy, as goofy and funny
occasionally featured an "inside" ·
as
he
is, yet he tries to kill Han. Are
view of the fighters, illustrating in- takes from others prod!lce more
we
supposed
to like this guy or not?
laughs
than
groans,
a
refreshing
dividual bones being broken, orEach
supporting
character presents
change
from
many
r.ecent
action
gans being punctured and skulls
a
similar
.dilemma.
'
movies.
being traumatized. The effect was
All that can be done, though, is
Look past the plot and "Romeo
interesting the first time, but
through repeated uses, it lost its Must Die" is notterrible entertain- to sit through those parts and wait
shock value. By the end, it was no ment.
for the next fight. scene.
Spectacular kung fu moves, allonger something special.
If kung fu fighting is how you
Andrzej Bartkowiak makes his beit special effects enhanced, are get your kicks (bad pun irresistible),
directorial debut here, after serving · what this movie is about.
then "Romeo Must Die" delivers.
Unfortunately, the writers spent Just don't expect a .whole lot more.
ascinematographer on many films,
including "Speed" and "Lethal a little too muc~ time on those kung Newswire rating:
Weapon 4." He seems to be aware fu parts and not quite enough on a
of the absurdity of many of the fight coherent story: The murky' plot and
scenes, so those m·oments get a confusing characte.rs drag the
lighthearted approach.
movie down.
Another positive aspect of
"Romeo Must Die'~ is it avoids
. : . ._.:' ·:·;i•.l'\;'.'·.::~;;.'r_' :;.>:.:.: ·.:·~\.:'.': ··::>·:.- '.· . .. . ' ,.'. :: ,: ~-"'.·,~- ~'.·~ ./.:-~~>'-'.''.'.: •'.:'·:-:~::;.:::::::>i-.'
f'·.: '·:, .....-, . ·.·''
·,.'.:'·;·.; ... '
many of th.e annoying little traps·
: ·.· 'Jtf '9.f:fJ~l;\l,J~.~.l(W,S:lfl~~{~QYIJ!J 'RATIN'(iS.
that action movies tend to fall into.
For one thing, the acting is not
horrible. This is most likely due to
the fact that dialogue is keptto a
·**~cw!iit'i6~ift'tb~ome:iil.tile;$2'the~ter·or ihefoc~i'Bl6ckbuster'. ·.
minimum and, except for a couple
of brief momehts,_ the urge to proc
vide an emotional side to ttie story
is held at bay.
·
.·. ;:·~.t~:*~Ne~~wfr~;~eal;~fApprtjyar:.:'.you ~an~~,gojvf()ng wfµ( ·.:
And for once, the comic relief
_in the movie is actually funny.

**
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Fight Club: The book Was better -'.Destination': .nowhere
QUIET! I HEAR DEATH l(NOCKINGAT YOUR DOOR

UNCONVENTIONAL AUTHOR WRITES C.APTIVATING BOOK

The novel contains the same ma_tedalistic spirit of our society.
BY MIKE KOHLBECKER
somewhere along the way, it m·9rBY JASON FABER.
Ass1.
Diversions
Editor
phs into .a dark comedy,
characters
portrayed
by
the
movie
·.
Allin
all,
Fight
G[ub
is
a
strong
Cotitribu(i11g Writer ...
Duririg the latter half of the last . in basically the same manner..
The early death scenes keep the
No accidents, no coinCidences, ·
. satire of. our emotionally .. empty
year, the movie "Fight Club," starno escapes; you can't cheat death; viewers: on the edge of their seats,
The story is told through the eyes •. and overly commercial times. .
This concept is the centerpiec~for yearning to know exactly when
ring Edward Norton and Brad Pitt of the· main character who remains. · ·.. Since Fight· Club, Pauiahniuk
the film "Final Destination."
death is going to strike ("When is
was released.
nameless, and through these eyes now has a demanding following
· The film had mixed reactions · the reade.r sees the events unfold. of readers who enjoy a literary,
Great conept for a film, it's too she gonna die? Just getthe suspense
in.the extreme - most people ei.:: :Stuck in a life without meaning ip ui1s~able dive i~to insanity. . bad it was executed so poorly.
over with!") They are also shockAlex Browning is. a high school · ingly gruesome, which adds.to the
ther hated it or loved it. Since a society turned on its moral ears, Paulaniuk has also written several
then, it has achieved cult-like sta- . th·e main character needs _a change, short stories, including ·~L'.A.
kid preparing to fly to Paris as part effect.
tus and many were driven to read needs a plan.
of a class trip.
·
As a bonus, ."FirialDesti.nation'.'
Times Memoir" an.d ''.Cruising·
the novel upon which the movie's
Shortly' before the plane takes contains the most remarkable
He finds that plan in Tyler Altitude," and other novels, such
screenplay was based.
off, he is plagued with visio~s of deaih~by-vehicular homicide scene
Durden, the intelligent but unstable as Survivor and Invisible Mon·The book, published in 1996, .JeacJer of a new movement ofanar- sters.
the plane erupting into an airborne since "Meet Joe Black."
like most books which were later. chistic feelings and followers called
fireball,
sizzling the skin off of him
However, death sequences beSignifyingthe character of the
made into movies, is even better Project Mayhem .. Along with author, there are several interest~
and all his classmates. Not surpris- come mor~ and more ludicrous.as
ingly, Alex panics. ·
· ..
the film continues. A decapitation,
than the Tweritieth Century Fox Marla, a roinantic interest, with ing quirks concerning Paulahniuk.
·
·
release.
whom Tyler has a love~hate rela- For example, . like
the characters
His desperate attempts to warn for example, saps suspense from the
.. \
..
As a result of reading the book, tioriship, the main characier slowly in Fight Club, he went through a
the passengers and escape from the film, .trading it for .humor. :By the
many f?ilowers of the Fight 'Club comes to. reaiize just- how deep time when he got into more than
flying death trap result in him and end of the film;.a once-suspenseful
- his _share of fistfights. He also.
six others being kicked off the movie is reduced ~o a joke.
story have fallen iri love with the Tyler's madness lies.
dynamic .·· author,. chuck
As "Final Destination" contin- .
flight.
. - ·
The differences between the worked as a diesel mechanic while
As it turns out, Alex's prediction ues like this, itev~nt~ally loses all
Paulahniuk(pronouncedpaul-ah- . book and the movie lie in the char- . writing Fight Club. Another
nik).
··
·
was correct The plane explodes respectability as a Sl;lspense film.
acter development- of the speaker, former occupation of his w1:1s as a
I noticed this effect on the audiThe movie basically follow~d the extent of Project Mayhem and BBC radio rap star called . moments after taking off, killing
.
everyone
on
board.
the same storyline as the book, a different, surprising ~nding.
Luckyfor
Alex
ence
in the theater, whose demeanor
"Chuckster P."
. which bears its name and deviates
and
the
six
others
who
got
off,
changed
from tense to roaring
In the novel, the reader can acMaybe next time you are at
rarely from the general purpose tually take the place of the speaker Blockbuster or Hollywood Video
right? Wrong, .
laughter. ·
and points of the original story- · (perhaps this is why Paulahniuk· and you decide to rent "Fight
The film revqlves around the
In addition to cheesy death seconcept
that
death
has
a
concrete
quences,
the film could not avoid a ·
mischief, mayhem, soap.
never names the main character). Club" (coming out on video this
plan for all humans. The red light special appeance by the guy who
·However; the development of This allows the reader to actually spring) stop by the library or
you run, the bus you i:niss, they are played Candyman.
the main character is more exten- enter this askew life and -buy into Barnes and Noble and pick up the
all
parts of a path leading directly
This neglected character is a
sive and that much more fascinat- the insanity of the novel. .
·novel. That is, if you can stand
to death's door.
creepy mortician who warns.Alex
The popularity of the novel, that much insanity in one night.
ing.
Alex and his colleagues got off ~ about the persistence of death. He
Paulahniuk's book catapults however, signifies the talent of the
Obviously; those who aren't
that path and evaded that door; they serves no purpose in the film, just
the reader into the .story which author.
fans of the movie might not be
cheated
death. As a consequence, one of the usual annoyances.
makes it that much more of a
Paulahniuk, after writing lnvis- motivated to even pick this book
death comes looking· for the.m.
"Final Destination" is a good
quick read, leaving the reader hun- .ible Monsters, which was not ac- up .. I assure you, even if you
Their
objectiye
cheat
death
film
gone bad. My advice (should
gry for more.
cepted by publishers, wrote Fight didn't like the movie, the book is
Fight Club runs about 200 Club in a writing group and pub- f still well wqrth your time and
you choose to view). i~ ,to ,savor the
again.
,
, .·
The problem with "Final Desti- first hour or so, then run for your
pages and definitely grips· the · lished it. .
more up your alley.
nation"
is that it seems to be hav- life.
reader such that they could finish
Both novels deal with several
it in one sitting -.it is definitely Generatioil-X concepts and the .
ing an identity crisis. The first half
Newswiie rating:
of the film is very suspenseful, blit
worth a...look.
emotional and mental effects of the

**
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to .anyone who tells you to quit smoking .

•
·1.d··.

·becauseyou knowyou Co U
·

.

.

'

'

This adve~isemen_ twas supported by .
Grant/Cooperative Agreement Number
99038 from the Centeis for Disease
•
Control and Prevention (CDC). It's ·
contents are solely the responsibility
of the aulhois and do not necessarily
represent the official views of CDC.
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Ej\RN $26,500

FOR COLLEGE.

·IN JU.ST 2·YEARS.'.
'

'

'

Qualify for the Arfuy's 2-year enlistment option and you
can earn up to .$26,500 through the Army College Fund and
Montgomery GI Bill. Not bad for two years"work. ·. -.
Of course two years is just enough time to see ifArmy life
is right for you. It's also just enough time to make sure you're
mentally prepared for college, so by the time you get there
·
. _
you'll be a little wiser and a little richer~
· For specific information about tlie Armys 2-year option,
contact your local Army Recruiter or call t~BOO-USA-ARMY.
513:..731-4400 .

ARMY. BE
ALL YOU .CAN BE!
www.goarmy.com·

ADVERTISE
IN-THE
NEWSWIRE
You will not
regret it.
Neither will
we.
Call Lance

·The.June 12th LSAT
is approaching!
Get the score
··that gets you· in. ·
Classes begin
Monday, March 27th!

·.·or Beth
@

.Call today to enrolll ··

745-3561 ..
1·800•KAP·TEST
kaptest.com AOL ke1yword: kaplan · .·

NOW'HIRING

RETIREMENT

INSURANCE

MUTUA.l FUNDS
'
.
'

'
rnusr

'

SERVICE~

TUI TI 0 N FI N.A N CI N G

at

f 6QQAQ.i'S
-Li(TC6 irALY* Part-time & Full-time ·
* Great ~xperie·nce
*Fun environment

*Servers·
*·Host/Hostess
* . Kitchen Help

Interviews with us .10':00 AM - 5·:00 PM
Fr~day.

Monday MADEIRA

MONTGOMERY

7677 GQff Terrace
.across from Krogers

11384.Montgomery Road'
behind Blockbuster Video
489-9777

272-2220

..ENJOY 2 GREAT LOCATIONS!

While TIAA-CREF·
invests for the long term,
it's nice to see performance
like this today.
TIAA-CREF delivers impressive results like these by
combining two disciplined investment strategies.
In our equity accounts, for example, we .combine

DO YOUR PARENTS.

REFUSE TO SUBSIDIZE
YOUR BEER· ADDICTION?.
~~an

help!

JOIN OUR NEWS TEAM AND
YOU WILL BE ABLE TOBRAG
TO YOUR FAMILY ABOUT·
.. ··.·.
YOUR ILLUSTRIOUS CAREER
AS A JOURNALIST' OR
.
. . PHOTOGRAPHER.:. AND · /.
FINALLY BE ABLE TO AFFORD/.·
All THE BEAST YOU CAN
HANDLE! FOR THE 2000-01 ·
POSITIONS STILL.AVAl~AB~E, .
SEE PAGE. ·18. ·THEN CALL
LAUREN@ 745-3607.

active management with enhanced indexing. With
two strategies; we have two ways to seek out

CR-EF GLOBAL EQUITIES ACCT. 1

36.05% 22.02% 18.75%.
1 YEAR
AS OF 12/31/99

5YEARS
ASOF 12/31/99

SINCE INCEPTION
5/1/92

performance opportunities-helping to make your , With over $250 billion in assets, we're the world's
investments work \Wice as hard.

EXPENSERATIO ·.
CREF GlOBAl
' EQUITIES

•·.INDUSTRY·
AVERAGE

·0J1% 2 t9r

1

largest retirement company and the lead,ing choice

Combine this with our lovv, . on America's campuses. If that sounds good to
expenses an·d ·you'll . • see

you, consider this number .1 80()-~2-2776. Call and

how TIAA-CREF stands apart

find out how TIAA-CREF can work for. you today

from the competition.

and tomorrow.

·

www.tiaa-cref.org

... ,,,

,.
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···''AS
·HOT :AS- EVER!
STOMP HAS A BEAT THAT JUST WON'T QUIT!';

JOIN OUR

Sari Francisco Chronicle

STAFF.
THE ·NEVVs'w1RE· lS ..
ACCEPTING·. APPL.ICATIONS
FOR ALL POSITIONS FOR:.THE
20.00-2001 SCHOOL YEAR.
YOU CAN PICKUPAN
APPLICATION AT THE
PUBLICATIONS HpUSE (NEXT
TO CBA ON LEDGEWOOD)~
IF YOU HAVE QUESTIONS,
.
CALL LAUREN·AT--X3607.
.

MARCH 21-26

ARONOFF CENTER

241-7469

'

..

.

.

..

.

.

.

.

.

.

Tickets: Broadway Series, Aronoff c&nter. Box Office,

~outlets, r1c1<e't1n11lt'ler.cmn
www.broadwayseries.com
. .-=:::::&..

- ..
an

Off-Campus Housing
www.stomponline.com

FIR REllTI

Oxford Apartments
1005 Dana Avenue

cl?KnowTodoy, Inc.
KnowToday.com, a start-up internet
company based in Cincinnati, is looking
for motivated, qualified people to fill the
positions of Customer Support Administrator and Business Development Aide.
Both jobs begin part-time immediately,
with.full-time employment anticipated
upon graduation. Open to high ·
achieving students of all majors.

loautlfol 3 bedroom apartment

·-Free.Heat. ·
- Walk to Campus
- Cable hook-up
-Parking
-Air-Conditioning

I

Looatad at
Ill Baaa· A'l••11.
$150 per month

. Accepting Applications
;: . ~320 and up~ .
Managei':.Art
. 961-3786

Call 712-0909

Office:
.

474-5093

..,.------------"'----'

~ ...........

Send resume and cover letter_ to:
1148 Main St., 2nd Floor, Cincinnati, OH,
45210.
.
OR email jobs@knowtoday.com with
ques~ions.
At FAGS the high rate of activity keeps on rolling along as we handle the
diverse customer service and financial support needs of. Federated
Department Stores, Inc. We're a fast-paced environment filled with
advantages and fun activities for you .

• sa:so. $10.75/hr

(based on position and directly related experience)
• Paid training · • Casu'al dress .
. .
Medical benefits (full·tima; after 2 months)
• . Associate .Referral Program.• $20().$750
• EligibilitY for .20% Lazarus discouflt'
· . . : : .._
• ,Tuition reimbursement up to 100% • Paid benefit day&·· . ·
• • Eligibility for semfiinmial pey increases o(up tci 14% annually
• ·. On:.sit8
ind ATM... • Advanceinent
. . credit union
.
. potential · . ·

SHARPEN YOUR
COMPETITIVE

EDGEWinI

AIR FORCE ROTC.

.

•••••

.

.

~-

Meet Terri Thomae from the. • • ., ITT
_.on Saturday from 1Dam - 1pm.
•

' :'

~

No matter what area
you've chosen for your college
major, you can enhance your competitive strengths now. Join Air Force

. , ·' We have a varietyoffulJ.time, par'ti-tirrie and short hour (minimum of 15 hour;;,
. . per week) opportunities available· iri. the fono:-ving areas: · ·· ... · •: •: ._ ·: '

CUSTOMER SERVICE
. CUSTOMER·SERVJCE cREDIT ANAL'lZING

if BIUNGU~~=~~~~=~•~E~~t,""''"'¥•ji
·
COLLECTIONS
·
EMPLOYEE SERVICES

'-'

career success.

Call: Capt Mike Dudley at . 556-2237.

Leadership Excellence Starts Here

'··

I

"

.

BED~~~~l~:~ES*

.· :·.,

}·
· . . . <;;};;r~t;;-,tti'~i\'.i,~2,f-~·
·. · \ ·. :· [t~"-''11i:J?:~~~~~"' .. . .

*Pie_ase call-Jennifer at 573-2599 for. Bedding Sales

L~*~if.fi1~

,f,'.
iin!Yi~L<i"'.',~' ;,,,:,,:;c.~-~~~

Plan on spending SD fact filled minutes with us. You'll com plate an application and learn about our fun,
growing company, current jobs and super benefits. You will also hava the opportunity to interview with
one of our managers. To qualify you must possess a.HS diplol'!la or GED.
For more information or directions, call

398-5221

E·mail: facsrecruit@fds.com
(or If necessary, call toll free 1·B88-337·FACS)
Equal Opportunity For All

FACS
FINANCIAL

andCREDIT .
SERVICES

~

THE XAVIER NEWS·WI RE
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B'EJA PART OF OUR TRADITION.

JOIN THE 2000-01 STAFF.
SEE PAGE 18 FOR·DETAl-LS.
0.hLo 's

23esl 7.hrift ~loTe - -

WANT TO KNQW WHAT'S .
HAPPENINCi ON CAMPUS

VILLAGE
DISCOUNT OUTLET.
.

-

. 4619 ~ontgomery Rd., Noiwood; 9529 Pippin Rd., Cincinnati;
1813 Monmouth, Newport

· .·. -· · · · · rt\-\\NG
. . . ..,-rl\GE tlO .· .
"\,,'...... ·. uE"..
.
.
.

.

.·.

.

,

. -~

.

~

'

We Have lbat
· .\..ook\\

YOU .

. •
ESS SOMEONE STEPS UP
AND BECOMES THE NEXT
CAMPUS NEWS EDITOR.
CALL LAUREN@ 745-3607 FOR DETAILS.

IF ·YOU· DON'T CARE ABOUT YOUR CAMPUS,
WHO WILL?

CALL NOW! WORK .NOW!

RESTAURA:NJS

FULL SERVICE, FINE DINING, FAST
FOOD, DELIVERY, FAMILY STYLE,
MANAGEMENT, BARS & PUBS,
NIGHTCLUBS, COUNTRY CLUBS,
HOTELS, CONCESSIONS, DIETARY,
. ·PRODUCTION, CAFETERIA &
· · ..•
HEALTHciRE!
..
· 1OO's of Food Service...Jobs
,,.

Available

NOW HIRING·-·..
. :CALL 1-877-99129~92

.:. .

. FREE SERVICE>: .·

. . . . . • Nike • Champion • .
• Tommy Hilfiger • Levi ·• Guess

A tremendous -selection of .name brands
thousands of new arrivals every day!

RESTAURANT JOB LINE

--··--

18
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The
POS.ITIONS ·AVAILABLE: .

·. · . . ... .
.
WE STILL HAVE sol\lle OPENINGS! .
.

. .J

.1

:.

" ~'

'.:'

>Business: Distribution
>News: Campus News Editor, .
Assistant Campus News Editor
>Opinions and Editorials: Assistant Op-Ed Editor
>-Diversions: Assistant Diversions Editor.
~Photography: Photography Editor, Photographer
>Miscellaneous:· Online Editor, Copy Editors

.

,·,..

..

.· ·1.
'

.

•

.

.,

;<"!

~

.

XAV1ER CLASSIFJEDS
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-~la~s~Hied ads are 25 cen,ts per wo.rd with· ·a $5 minimum. To place your classified ad in The
Newswire. call th.e adverti~in_g manager, ·Lance Schuerger, at (513)7 45-3561 or send, ari. e-mail to

· · · ·· · · ·

-

·

newswireads@yahoo.com

The Cincinnati Post is looking for students interested in
taking high school sports
scores over the phone and
writing' brief. game capsules.
. . Paid stringers are needed Sun.·
Thurs. Call Frank Carini at 352-·• .. •: Surrimer'day camp located
2767.
north of Cincinnati hiring coun-.
s·elois.~All necessary training _
A
- ·
t I 1/4
·1
"p-rovided .. ·1:>reat hours·, ·excel---· ····· ' ·· .PP!<?~'-1!'~ .e Y· · i:iii .e
Y
from Xavier at the corner of· .
lent pay and a fun summer exCleneay Avenue and Montperience. Call Amanda at.772·
gomery .Road. We have an
.
immediate opening for a part5888 ext 204.
.1 Ob instructors/coun~elors
time.cashier/operator. Reliabilneeded. Coed sleepaway
ity is imperative. The hours re-·
camp in Pocono Mountains, Pa.
quired are Mondays (5·9
More than 60 land/water ac~
p.m:), Tuesdays (5-8 p.m.),
tivities. Good salary/tips! Call
Wednesdays (5-9 p.m.) and
{800)_ 422-9.842 qr. visit
··s at ur·d ays (10· a.m.-.4 p.m. ) :
www.cainpcayuga.com.
· Approximately 17 tota1·.hours
.Personal .trainers. neiede_dif ' · per week. To interview: call Mr.·
Fitness, nutrition .& personal ·. ·.· Elmlinge(at 531 "5500 from B
training service is hiring certi·
.: a.m.-5
Monday-Friday..tied personal trainers, as well
EARN MONEY
as excercise physiology, kineWe're looking for men and.
siology and athletic training .
women to deliver the new tele- majors with knowledge in ba~
· phone directories from cincin- ..
sic muscle kinesiology and bionati Bell. Work in your area, ·
mechanics. This is a great opwork full time or part tim_e and
porti.mitY to get experience. in
get paid upon completion of
the health and fitness field .. We
each route. To qualify, you must
.offer part-time positions, flexbe. 18 or older, have a valid
ible hours and pay rates based.
driver's license and social seon experience and credentials.
curity card and have an .inIf interested please call. Renay
sured vehicle: To apply, call ·
today at World Gym at 583Monday-Friday, 9:30 a.m.·5
0100.
p.m. Call (800) 979,7978. DiCall now! Work now! Resrectory Distributing Associalion. We are an EOE.
taurant Job Line! Call: (877)
991-9292.
- Let us helP. you get started
Summer cash! Student
in the business world! If you
mngmt.lsales position with naare looking for a profession
tional firm. Pays $10-$12 +
in sales and marketing we
commission. Available to soph.,
. can help. We will offer you:
jr. and sr. only. For information,
$2,000/month guaranteed,
go to www.jablori.com . paid training, flexible tiours,
demo· program, health· insurDirector of religious
ance, 401K, pre;paid .dental,
education. First Unitarian
paid vacation as wt;ill,as great
Church, Avondale. Begin
and fun w.ork environments.: mid-August, 30 hrs/week.
We want the opportunity to
Strong, supportive congrehelp you get started in a sales
gation. · Contact - Vicki
and marketing career. Please
Ragsdale ~72-6341 or
call Steve Haynes or Ed
ragsdalev<i!)NKU.EDU
Welsh for a confidential interview at 385-3900.

p.in.

Immediate openings students earn $375-$575
weekly processing/assem. bling medical l.D. cards from
home. Experience unnecessary ... we train you! Call
MediCard (541} _386-5290,
ext. 300.
Loving__caregiver needed
for 2nd-grade girl and 3rdgrade boy iri my Anderson
Township home, starting
March 27. School year hours:·
4 ·7 p.m. and 8 a.m.-7 p.m. in
the summer. Reliable transportation needed. Call Patty at
583-6370 from 9 a.m.-6 p.m.
or 223-9505 after.7 p.m.
.A.A. postilions available!
Provide live~in supervision to
motivated high·- school stu~
dents: Assist:students with
academics, leadership abili~
ties,_ team. building, relationships, accessing the univer- sity campus and thaperone.
great trips! June 8-July 21,
weekends off. Must be of junior st~tus or have. completed
60+ college credit hours by
Jurie 1999, 2.5 minimum
G.P.A., valid _driver's license
required. We need mature;
· Etnergetic young adults who
enjoy working with teens.
Ideal opportunity for future
.educators, but all majors
encouraged. Resident assistants will receive $1,250.
And room· provided for du.. ration of program, board provided Mon.-Fri. only. For
more information, call the
·Northern Kentucky University Upward Bound office at
· (606)442-3520. To fill out an
applicatiori, drop by the Up- ·
ward Bound office at 412
Johns Hill Rd. in t:lighland
Height::; betweeri 8:.30a.m.~ : .
.4:3bp.m. weekdays: Application deadline: Tuesday, April
,4, 2000.
. .

Pizzeria Uno now acceptThree programm·ers
ing applications for· front of
only! To join start-up and·
house and back of house
receive 15% equity position ·
postions. Experience a plus, _
of company. Experience
but will train. We offer comwith most of the following:
-petitive wages;.flexible schedASP, HTML, Java Script,
- uling, meaLdiscounts, dental,
CGI and Perl, Unix for Web
- health and life insurance.
Programmers. We also part· Credit union and 401 K. Apply
. ner with individuais to help
at 627 Walnut St, downtown
get great ideas ·to market.
Cincinnati. Across from the
Serious inquirers only. You
Aronoff Center. Or call: 621can work from your loca8667.
tion! E-mail resume . to
freetell@hotmail com
Looking · to hire ·caring
st.udent(s) to train my _3-1/2year:;old son year round in my
hom·e in .Erlanger (Northern)
Kentucky. Ttie training. will in·
elude sensory integration, (oc·97 Nissan Altima. Assu1i1e cupational) therapy and applied
behavioral analysis (speech . . lease at $2:45/month. No
money down .. Credit approval
and language therapy). I will
arrange' for tra'ining the right · required. Call 697-7004.
person. My son. does NOT .
Furniture for sale. 4 pcs.have any disturbing behav.iors.
black glider,· green armchair,
Please call .Stacy at 342-8265
multi-color d.resser anc:i lavenor 344-1881 or e.-mail at
der couch. All for $75 or best
·.stacybudgirl@fuse.net
.offer. Call 924-0705.
·
Summer day camp coun- ..
selors needed in Cincinnati.
·Weekdays 9:30 a.m; - 3:30
· p.m, Outdoor program
needs swimming instuctors,
male group counselors,
Norwocid-4 ·bdrm. apt./dudrama,· singing, gymnastics,
rifle, tennis and· ottier.
plex. 5 miles from campus. Air
activity leaders. Flexible·
conditioning, free laundry, off
starting time May - July. Call
street parking, rooms have
Camp Wildbrook at 931'!.2196.
phone hook-ups and cable is
available. $900/month. Call 731STUDENT WORK .
$11.25 ·base pay. Flexible
5523.
schedu.les 5,:30 hrs./w~ek;
Norwood. 2- and 3-bedCustomer · service/sales,
room apartments. Ne.wly
scholarships available. Condi,
. -renovated kitchen and bath,
tions apply. Call 671-4823,
hardwood.floors, laundry, off-_
www.workforstudents.com/np
street- parking and clean.
Price: $450 and $600 + utiliGcilf course grounds
. ties. Call 861-4111.
· crew. 5 minutes from cam·

FORRENT

.

.

.

,.,

-

-

.

.

Fill this space for only $50~ That's $10 off
· ...
111
th e ·regu Iar price
CaULance.at 745-3561.

MUCH
STUFF?
Advertise· in
this space!.
Call 745-3561 and
ask for Beth or Lance
for more information.

Harder news. More issues. Better than ever..

Spacious 3-bedroom apart·
ment in North Avondale avail·
able. Located a half mile from
Xavier's campus. Apartment
set in turn of the century man_sion. Features are a full kitchen
including dishwasher and disposal, ceiling fans, air conditioning, hardwood floors, deck,
off-street parking & laundry on
site. $1000 per month. Call Tim
at 351-2178 ext.. 101.
3 bdrm apt. near Oakley
Square. Large rooms, eat in
kitch.en and balcony. $81 O/
month. Includes all utilities and
laundry. Call 305-5021.

House for rent. 991 Dana
Ave. Spacious! 8 bedrooms, 3
baths. Equipped! Walk to campus! Plenty of parking! Call:
321-0043 or 241-9421.
. Top 2 floors of 2-family
(4 bdrm) on Floral Ave.
· Approx. 1 mile from campus!
Yard, storage, laundry-lots
of space! $1200/month. Call
. 351-9508 ..
Adorable
efficiency
across from campus. New
appliances; Carpet,. laundry
and great closets. Bright,
cheery and quiet. Best value
$295. Call 961-5555.

. pus' outdoor work on a beau:_ .
tiful course:. Full time or part
time, male/female, $7-8/hr.
Immediate openings. Call
Mark at 608-4004. - .

-GOT TOO

Why not adyertise
them in The Newswire?

For rent: 3 bedroom apt.
938 Dana Ave. $750/month.
Call 772:0909.

·FOR SALE

HAPPY BIRTHDAYI
Are you :sick of advertising
your friends' birthday around
campus on little flyers?

-

·Have something
you need to sell?
. Try a classified ad
in The Newswire.
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Reffiembe~, _;

one ·man~ s tras
.is· another ma
treasure.

Call Beth@ 745-3561.
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THE.XAVIER NEWSWIRE ~
. college? Or St x the lunc.h box.?
St:Xthe flame thrower? Maybe I
should look into that.
·

.lfA,,:1:~ ~~·~
March 22·
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It's time for a story; A parable,
~
even. There once was a restaurant
f
March
26
.F
with amazing chefs, all. brothers
By Jennah Durant To place an item in the calendar, call 7~5-3122 or mail to ML 2129.
Can. we ·get something I;
and sisters. They used their old
~
to far away from your own, cozy . straight here? Marathon was f·
exams, (and after a night of
a whole week devoted to
family recipes for the best oatmeal,
dorm room toilet. No excuses for
hard-core not studying), you'd
everyone's fave martyr. His picthe place from whi.ch the ancient
chicken dumplings and tapioca
missing bathroom accoutrements·
ture is even in the Cafe lobby. Al-.. best get to the gospel choir's
Greek guy ran and then died as
pudding ever made; (They were a
this time. Bring $3 (that's 4.57
a result. Therefore, ,•··athon"
spring concert. The best part is,
though, is it just me, or does the
weird family.) One day, many of
&
euros) to the Cafe at9 p.m. You'll
unlike most religions, this one
does not translate into "to do
the brothers and sisters decided to . Archbishop look eerily like Ben
be shaking i.t ~tit 1 a.m., so your · · something for a long time,'' as t:
is free of charge. Be ~t the Unimov~ to another town, leaving . · Stein?
versity Center Theatre at 7 ·p.m.
booty better be Jong winded.
in "walk~athon." I'm forgi".ing 'f'
only a few behind to make food
(That_ doesn't sound right.)
I know you 're tired of the same
the occupational therapy kids (i
for all the people in the restaurant.
· Quick, hide your Milli Vanilii
old'Latin orchestra bands playthis time, _but just watch out. t,1
These few could not do the job
tapes and purple Beanie Babies!
ing all the time, but the one at
Join them for the aforemen- l!
Saturday!!! Saturday! M Satur:..
many had done before, so soon all
No, it's not a flea market raid, but
tioned shindig at Cohen at 10 (.
Kelley Auditorium at 7:30 p:m. is
day!!! Chamber orchestral conthey could make was o&tmeal. No
rather a SAC-induced scavenger
a.m.: This is one dilly of a walk,
no ordinary Latin orchestra band.
cert at the UC Theatre!!! See
more dumplings or pudding. The
hurit. Lord knows what they~ve
It's the 011111111111 ichestra Tempo!
as you'll'be going (get ready for "t
greats like Bigfoot ·.and
cooks begged the people of the
come up with for you to find. Cat
(Roll. those multitudenous Rs and
this) all the way across campus! };
Truckasaurus! ! We'll sell you
town to help them, but the people
it'll sotind way cooler.) Yes, this
gut tennis racket? New Kids on
Hopefully there will be plenty of ~
the whole seai ... but you'll only
. didn;t want to help. They thoughr
the Block T-shirt? Chuck Berry
is a cultural activity, for those of
Ii
need the edge. (The previous . water sta!ions along the way.
the food just magically appeared
eight-track? Ball of wax? Cocostatement is much funnier if you
before them. They complained · us who need-t_o make like yogurt.
{Cultured? Yogurt? Ha!)
nut bra? Cuban cigar? Illegal firesay it in the monster-truck"rallyc
about the food not being there but
works? Crack pipe? Who knows?
guy voice). Oh yeah, the maynever offered to help. Then the
··
March 27
~
. If you feel like bugging bther ranhem starts at 7:30 p.m.!!!
- leftover cooks got so frustrated
dom people for this stuff, come to ·
they bought some tanks (because
·Warning: excessive back !
March 23
. the Downunder at lOp.m. Bring
Speaking of Truckasauru.s
the town had the Midwest's largslashes ahead. You know what ~.
In remembrance· of Archone of each of the following: a
(since we were), The Newswire
that means. "(ep, it's Earthcare/ I
est Army-Navy surplus: store) and
crony, a cohort and a compadre.
bishop Romero(Stein, goto a
would like to express its chagrin · · Earthbread Earth Week/Food
destroyed the whole town. The
. (i.e., groups of three or four.)
pray~r service at. 7:30 p.m. We
about the way in which the
End. (If you didn't get the relWeek! Be prepared to r¢cycle at
pray mostly in Bellarmine, so go
Rainbo building was torn down.
will and eat vegetables w_hile doevance of this parable, read
there for the service.
Did you sign up for the crossA huge, fire-breathing, car smashing it.
Lauren's house ad in the middlecultural retreat? .Yes? Then get
ing mass of metal would have
right of page 17.)
Get on the big carnival Viking
the hell out of here! I mean, don't
been much more efficient (and
ship of life for a discussion on afforget you leave this evening.
drool enducing). On second
Sweet merciful crap, the coffee
I
i
March 28
thought, watching ordinary CAT
hour has moved. No more setting . firmative action. The Viking ship
i
will really be the Terrace Room
Miami, I believe, is where the
bulldozers and wrecking balls is
your circadian .rhythms to the
at 5 p.m., where I imagine some
Love Boat docked. I would not
pretty cool, too.
wafting flavor of beans at 3:30
people on one. side yelling
be suprised should Ricardo
p.m. This week you've got to
March 25
"SUCKS!" and some people qn the
Montalban bat ~Jean-up for the
As part of XU's recruitment efmove those rhythms back 15 minother side yelling "GREAT!" It
Redhawks. Or was he on "Fan- l
You played so nicely at the
fort, the PR department decided
utes. The sky is beginning to boil
I
will be very productive, and
Latin dance that now you get to
tasy Island?" I'll have the Calento .have the baseball team thorand rip open as we speak. After
S.T.A.N.D. will appreciate it.
dar City fact checkers look into
jam all of the night long with the
oughly whoop up on a local high
the fun is done at the Romero Cenit. Look into it for yourself when
whole
world.
It
sounds
like
a
school
squad.
The
team
which
ter, mosey, amble or gambol to
.
.
the baseball team greets the
speaks softly and carries an alucheesy Q 102-sponsored concert,
Alter B-11 for the film "Children
Redhawks at 3 p.m.
but more likely the World Jam
minum stick will beat :the
of Heaven." It's undoubtedly forMarl'.h 24
. will totally rock the house. ·Bopubescents of St. X today and toeign and undoubtedly delici9us.
Vote for .senators in varioius
morrow at noon. Oh, wait. Is that
nus: It's in the Cafe, so if you have
If all the "ainen" you get in
'
places. Bring your All-Card.
to. boot at this shindig,. you're not St. X the high school or St.'X the
your life comes before 8:30 a.m.
Speaking
of Romero, we've got
..
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We Still Need:
. >Business: Distribution >Opinions and Editorials:
>News: Campus News Edi- Assistant Op-Ed Editor
tor, Assistant Campus News >Diversions: Assistant
Editor

.

'

'

Divers7onsEditor

,.

>Photography: Photography Editor; Photographer
>Miscellaneous: OnUne
Edit~r, Copy Editors
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